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PAO to host series of events
celebrating AAPI History
Month throughout May
Caleb Yuan
Staff Writer

_________________________________

Starting on April 29 and going until May 27, Lawrence’s Pan Asian Organization (PAO) will be hosting a series of virtual
events via Zoom to celebrate Asian American
and Pacific Islander (AAPI) Heritage Month.
These events aim to bring awareness to the
contributions and influences that Asian
Americans and Pacific Islander Americans
have brought to the United States.
PAO will kick off the AAPI Heritage month celebration with “What is AAPI
Month” on April 29 from 5 to 6 p.m., in collaboration with Diversity & Intercultural
Center (D&IC). At the event, PAO will be discussing the importance of raising awareness
about AAPI’s history and the future of the
AAPI community, as well as running a mini
game which will determine three winners for
prizes, according to PaNhia Vang, President
of PAO.
AAPI Heritage Month will also
feature an Anti-Asian Crime discussion in
collaboration with D&IC and Committee on
Diversity Affairs (CODA) on May 13. This
event will be centered around topics such
as the rise in hate crimes against the Asian
community, according to Yeng Lee, Assistant
Director of the Diversity and Intercultural
Center.
Lee emphasized that AAPI community has been faced with more racism and
xenophobia since the start of the COVID-19
pandemic. D&IC is hoping to have an informative discussion and hopes that faculty,
staff and students will join this important
conversation, Lee said.
The month will also include a
screening of the PBS documentary on Asian
American history, “Asian Americans - Episode 5: Breaking Through,” on May 6; a dis-
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IN PHOTOS:
Earth Week
In celebration of
Earth Day on April 22,
Lawrence environmental
organzitions put together
a variety of on-campus,
earth-themed events
throughout the week of
April 19.

cussion about the experiences of Asian adoptees or Third Culture individuals, who were
raised in a culture other than their parents’
or the culture of their country of nationality, with Professor Linda Morgan-Clement,
Dean of Spiritual and Religious Life, on May
20; and an AAPI Cultural Dinner Night on
May 27 to conclude AAPI Heritage Month.
All events will be held on Thursdays from 5
to 6 p.m.
For more information on how to
register for the AAPI Cultural Dinner Night,
students can contact sophomore Laurice Lavajo at lavajol@lawrence.edu, according to
Lee.
While all these events aim to raise
awareness regarding the AAPI community’s
culture, Vang emphasized the importance
of understanding the accomplishments of
AAPIs in history, which she said are often
not recognized by society. The month of
May was chosen to honor the first Japanese
immigrants to the United States on May 7,
1843, and to highlight the completion of the
first transcontinental railroad in the United
States on May 10, 1869, which was built by
workers who were largely Chinese immigrants, Vang said.
“Considering the current social climate and the rise in anti-Asian hate crimes,
I believe this is a great time for allies to get
to know more about the history of AAPIs,”
Vang said.
As AAPI Heritage Month approaches, Lee encourages students, faculty
and staff to attend at least one of the events
to support the AAPI student body.
“I just hope that many people
around the community celebrate AAPI
month with us and stand in solidarity with us
to #stopAsianhate,” Lee said. “[And to] AAPI
students, I am here for you and the Diversity
and Intercultural Center is here for you. My
door is always open for conversations!”

For the full Lawrentain
article on the events
of Earth Week 2021,
scan the QR code:

LUNA to host guest speaker from the
Waking Women Healing Institute
Emily Zuniga
Staff Writer

_________________________________

THIS

WEEK

On May 4 at 3 p.m., the Lawrence University Native American Organization (LUNA)
will be hosting an event with speaker Renee
Gralewicz on Main Hall Green. The talk is
entitled “A Long Hard Road of Genocide and
Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women
& Girls & 2 Spirit Relatives (MMIWG2S).”
According to Jessica Hopkins, junior and
president of the Lawrence University Native
American organization, “Two-Spirit (also
two spirit or, occasionally twospirited) is a
modern, pan-Indian, umbrella term used
by some Indigenous North Americans to
describe Native people in their communities who fulfill a traditional third-gender (or
other gender-variant) ceremonial and social
role in their cultures.”
Renee Gralewicz, Outreach Team Member for the Waking Women Healing Institute, is a Brothertown Indian Nation Elder
and Peacemaker. Gralewicz has over 10 years
of experience on Tribal Council and is a retired University of Wisconsin System profes-

sor of anthropology. The presentation will be
centered around the genocide that has been
caused by colonialism in relation to MMIWG2S issues, said Gralewicz.
The Waking Women Healing Institute is
led by Menominee member Kristin Welch
and is centered around healing and learning,
said Gralewicz. They strive to help people
heal from the effects of colonialism in a variety of ways such as hosting ceremonies and
providing education.
“We all need to wake away from this colonialism, we need to wake up to who we
truly are and how humans fit among all of
the creations around us… What do we need
to do to help ourselves and to help others?”
Gralewicz said.
The Native Justice Coalition’s webpage
explains that the MMIWG2S Program
started in 2019, and “addresses the ongoing
violence and continued genocide that affects
Native women, girls and Two-Spirit people
across the U.S. and Canada.” The movement
started in Canada with the release of a report
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(ABOVE) Associate Professor of Physics Megan Pickett introduces herself at the April 22 “Earth Hour” stargazing event.
Photo by Pei Robins.
(MIDDLE) SOL Studios musicians perform at Earth Day Gala, an annual event involving environmental groups, on April 24.
Photo by Alana Melvin.
(TOP) Sophomore Evan Snoey observes constellations in the night sky, using Professor Pickett’s light beam as a guide.
Photo by Pei Robins.
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SAASHA leads campus
in Sexual Assault
Awareness Month
Olivia Zimberoff
Staff Writer

_________________________________

Throughout the month of April,
Lawrence’s Student Alliance Against
Sexual Harassment and Assault (SAASHA) organized events to promote
sexual assault awareness on campus.
SAASHA is a committee within
the Lawrence University Community
Council (LUCC). They are committed
to ending sexual violence and misconduct of any kind on campus. They
also bring attention to sexual assault
by facilitating discussions, giving students resources to reach out to those
in need and teaching members of the
Lawrence community about sexual assault awareness.
A weeklong event this month for
SAASHA called “Take Back the Night
Week” (TBTN) started Monday, April
19, and continued until Friday, April
23. TBTN is a new event organized by
SAASHA, explained chair member junior Fannie Vazquez, an active member of SAASHA since her freshman
year.
Vazquez and SAASHA began to
plan TBTN during Winter Term to
create a week full of fun activities and
educational opportunities to spread
awareness. SAASHA hosted an event
in a different location and format each
night. The overall goal for TBTN was
to provide survivors with a safe space
and the opportunity to take back the
spots on campus that they didn’t feel
safe in before.
Monday night was a Zoom meeting on bystander training and Title IX,
which is a civil rights law that protects
people from discrimination based on
their sex. Tuesday featured a screening of the film, “Ladybird,” selected
for its storyline about a teenage girl
going through both personal and family relationships while dealing with the
concepts of sex and virginity. An art
fair was hosted on Wednesday in the
Somerset Room of the Warch Campus

Center, where students could come to
learn about SAASHA, make art and
see others’ creations. On Thursday, a
“March of Awareness’’ was hosted at
the Wriston Amphitheater.
Vazquez emphasized the particular
importance of the march as compared
to the other events. Both survivors and
supporters met at the Wriston Amphitheater and walked all around campus. “As it got darker, our glow sticks
shone and lit up more and provided
that space of security,” Vazquez said.
“We didn’t do any chants or phrases
because it wasn’t really a protest. Survivors deserve to feel safe and everyone that joined in the march was there
to walk together and support one another.”
Vazquez said that Friday night’s
event, which was held on the second
floor of Sabin House, was a night for
students to heal and reflect on the past
week. Goodie bags were handed out to
students, and a counselor was available for support.
“TBTN week was a way to let the
student body know that SAASHA and
fellow students hear and support survivors no matter what and that we’ll
always be looking out for each other,”
SAASHA Freshman Class Representative Lucie Pelter stated. “As long as
that message is reached for somebody
who needed to hear that, I would call
it a success.”
Vazquez emphasized the importance of spreading sexual assault
awareness, arguing that, while it can
be an uncomfortable subject, the only
way to spread awareness and make a
change is to have open conversations
about what is happening on campus.
She believes the only way to diminish
the prevalence of sexual assault and
create change is through open conversations.
SAASHA’s plan for the near future
is to continue to spread awareness,
and Vazquez hopes to host another
event before Spring Term is over.

Students march on the Quad as part of SAASHA’s “March for Awareness” on April 22.
Photo by Pei Robins.

Weekly updates on the
status of COVID-19 at
Lawrence

COVID-19
ON CAMPUS
TOTAL POSITIVE
CASES:

TESTS
CONDUCTED:

ACTIVE CASES:

Total LU tests:
19,106

Active LU cases:
3

Total LU cases:

Total Appleton tests:

Active Appleton cases:

Total Appleton cases:
8,659

49,543

140

114

We are in:

Limited cases

LIGHT

Isolation and
quarantine spaces
available

GREEN

In-person classes and activities continue
as planned, up to half of non-essential
employees can work on campus.
*data reported as of April 28

Do you have questions about any new developments on
campus? Should the Lawrentian be covering any event?

Let us know!
Send any tips to TheLawrentianNews@gmail.com.

LUNA to host guest
speaker...
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that declared these murders and disappearances as ongoing genocide.
After Gralewicz’s presentation,
there will be a MMIWG2S hand sign
activity to allow students to show support for the program by putting the
signs in their windows. In the event of
rain, the presentation will be held in
the Somerset room of the Warch Campus Center.
Hopkins explained that the purpose of this event is to show solidarity

with the Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women, Girls and Two-Spirit
Relatives (MMIWG2S) movement.
According to Hopkins, Indigenous
women experience violence at much
higher rates than any other ethnicity,
and this is a problem that needs to be
solved as a global community.
LUNA will be collaborating with
Delta Gamma, Kappa Kappa Gamma
and the Diversity and Intercultural
Center. Hopkins stated that they are
collaborating with several sororities
because it is important for women to
stand together. Hopkins hopes that
this event will serve to get students
more involved in this issue and show
solidarity for the movement.

Gralewicz’s presentation will include a discussion of resource extraction, the process of removing
the Earth’s resources such as oil and
coal. Resource extraction is related to
MMIWG2S issues in the existence of
“man camps.” According to Gralewicz,
man camps are residential areas that
are created to supply employees with
housing. Gralewicz further explained
that in man camps, corporations are
essentially allowed to govern their
employees, meaning that it’s harder to
adjudicate for crimes that take place
in these camps.
“The company typically negotiates with federal and local governing
bodies (excluding Indigenous leader-

ship) for total authority (sovereignty
of sorts) over their employees and all
actions within the camp,” said Gralewicz, “so this means that crimes and
searches for missing people who may
be taken inside the camp usually do
not happen.”
Because of the capitalist nature of
these corporations, they are “all about
profit, not people,” said Gralewicz.
Gralewicz will also discuss the discrepancy of medical examiner reports
versus the reports that the bodies of
victims show. The notion that we must
always support the police is ingrained
into our society, Gralewicz said, so
medical reports often match the police
reports even when the body shows evi-

dence of defensive wounds.
Moreover, Gralewicz encourages
students to come to the event for the
history lesson component to the presentation. Oftentimes, people do not
acknowledge the genocides that have
been caused by colonialism, said
Gralewicz. Additionally, Indigenous
people make up about two percent
of the population and are often just
lumped into “something else” categories, explained Gralewicz. Gralewicz
stressed the importance of knowing all
parts of U.S. history and its continued
day-to-day effects by stating that “it’s
not history, it’s contemporary.”

SPORTS
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The “Super League” crisis and Last Week in Sports:
the evolution of soccer
UFC 261 in review

Sean McLaughlin
Columnist

________________________________

As you may recall, two weeks ago
I did a piece on the possible formation of a European Super League in
professional soccer, and commented
on the dangers it possessed for the
status of professional soccer as we
know it to be as well as the financial greed rising within the game
that it represented. It seems as if I
timed my article quite well, as on
the following Sunday, April 18th, this
exact project came to fruition. It was
announced that the ESL would be taking shape, with the 12 founding members also made public. Among the 12
clubs were English sides Manchester
United, Manchester City, Chelsea,
Liverpool, Arsenal and Tottenham,
Italian sides Internazionale, AC Milan
and Juventus, and Spanish clubs
Barcelona, Real Madrid and Atlético
de Madrid.
And then, just as soon as it
began, this radical new idea had collapsed. The afternoon of April 20th,
Chelsea became the first club to
rescind their decision to join in the
wake of massive fan protests outside
the club’s home stadium during a
match with Brighton in the Premier
League. This was followed soon after
by Manchester City, and then the rest
of the English clubs as fans made their
voices known. Arsenal fans protested
for their owners to sell the club, holding signs saying “We won’t forgive,
we won’t forget.” Banners were left
outside Liverpool’s iconic Anfield stadium announcing the death of the
club. Chelsea fans referred to the decision as “Super Greed. “It was quite
a beautiful sight of unity, if I allow
myself to comment.
This left only 6 of the founding
12 members. The following day, the
Italian clubs left, alongside Atlético.
Just Real and Barcelona remained,
less than 72 hours after the ESL’s
inauguration. Manchester United’s
Chief Executive Ed Woodward
resigned, and Juventus chairman
Andrea Agnelli resigned from his

Kelli Quick

role as chairman of the European
Club Association after being called a
snake by Union of European Football

thus control nearly all of the money in
the professional game; whereas in the
top tier, professionals make hundreds

Associations (UEFA) President
Aleksander Ceferin. Real Madrid
President Florentino Pérez was
blasted across social media. Even the
British government got involved, with
Prime Minister Boris Johnson vowing to take legislative action to prevent English clubs participating. The
League was dead.
It also emerged that all German
and French clubs invited fervently
rejected the proposal, while all 6
English clubs accepted their invitations, making up half of the founding members alongside 3 each from
Spain and Italy. The preponderance
of English clubs actually led to accusations against the founding members
of the ESL that there had been an
attempt to “Americanize” the game.
This claim may seem wild and nonsensical given the league is based in
Europe, and consists only of European
teams; however, upon closer inspection, there is some legitimacy to this
statement.
Among the English clubs to
join the ESL, Liverpool, Manchester
United and Arsenal are owned by
Americans: Liverpool by Fenway
Sports Group who are headed by
American John Henry (who also own
the Boston Red Sox), United by the
Glazer Family (who also own the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers) and Arsenal
by Stan Kroenke (who also owns the
Los Angeles Rams). With such heavy
American influence in the formation
of the league mirroring the establishment of a league with so many
principles of American professional
athletics, it is no wonder there have
been accusations of Americanization
of professional soccer in Europe. The
league was proposing no possible relegations for founding members, which
would allow for these clubs to form a
monopoly over the money at the top of
the game. This is eerily reminiscent of
professional soccer in America, where
MLS clubs cannot be relegated, and

of thousands or even millions a year,
players in the second tier make less
than a livable wage in many cases.
Even more interesting is the fact that
Liverpool owner Henry was in line to
act as Vice Chairman of the ESL, thus
consolidating American influence at
the very pinnacle of the game.
The numbers behind the consolidation of wealth among the super
league clubs shed further light on what
could have been a dangerous development in professional soccer. In the
current format of European football,
the winner of the Champions League
(the ultimate tournament comprised of the best teams in Europe)
receives about 23 million dollars. Just
for entering the Super League, each
founding club would have received in
excess of 400 million dollars-around
16 times more than the Champions
League winner’s prize money, and
over 4 times the maximum total revenue the Champions League could
provide a club at 99 million dollars.
What’s more, this gap would surely
have widened if the league had been
successful, as the shift in attention
from the Champions League to the
ESL would surely have decreased
available funds for the winner of the
former competition. In a similar vein,
revenues for clubs not involved in
either competition (mid-table clubs
like Burnley FC out of England, for
example, who regularly finish in and
around 10th in the league table) would
be hurt financially as well, as the TV
deals for their leagues would now
be competing with the Champions
League and Super League, leaving
only peanuts in terms of viewership
on any given week and thus decreasing the money in them. The Super
League was an attempt at a wealth
transfer to the elite clubs the likes of
which the game has never seen.
Just as the world breathed a sigh

hit your first home run of the season! What do you think you did differently that time up to bat? (Stance,
swing, confidence, pitch, eye tracking,
etc.) You also hit three for four that
game, what do you think made you
so successful? (Figured out the pitchers early?) She said: “In that at-bat, I
hit my first college home run, I just
relaxed and hit the ball like I’ve been
doing for 10 years. I “let the bat do its
job,” and essentially just made good
contact. Honestly, what helped me
the most in that game was just trying
to stay calm and focused at the plate.
I tend to overswing due to my excitement when I step into the box, which
I haven’t been able to do because of
my back pain. Staying relaxed and
clearing my head before and during
my at-bat is what allows me to do
better offensively.” I asked her: Like
some other people on the team, it’s
no secret that you’ve been physically
hurting the past couple of games:
How do you push through it? What
do you tell yourself to motivate you
to keep going

even though
you’re pushing the limits of your
body? Jeneske said: “I think what
lets me push through the most is
my teammates. I see just how much
everyone puts into the team, and I
want to continue with that positive
attitude. It really comes down to the
mentality that you have as a player.
Instead of focusing on my pain during games or practices, I try to focus
on the game that I grew to absolutely
love. My teammates’ constant words
of affirmation lift my spirits and help
get me through any physical pain that
I feel.”
I interviewed Emilia: This
was one of your biggest accomplishments of the season and possibly of
your career when in the second game
against Ripon, you only allowed 1 person to get a single in the 3rd inning.
This hasn’t been done in Lawrence’s
history since March 26, 2013. What
do you think made you so successful
in that game compared to the first,
considering how it was the same team,
and the games yielded polar opposite

See page 10

Antonio Gonzalez
Columnist

______________________________________

Saturday, April 24, saw one of the
best MMA cards in recent memory.
Taking place in front of the first large
live audience that the UFC has hosted
since the start of the pandemic, the
15,000-person crowd in Florida lit
up the Jacksonville Arena with cheers
and jeers that had been missing since
fight night Brazil on March 14th of last
year. The card offered three title fights
and an undercard of quality fighters,
with all fights ending in some sort
of TKO. Three champions put their
belts on the line, two of them leaving
with another title defense. With all
the fights ending in some spectacular
fashion, there was no way any fan of
MMA could watch UFC 261 and not be
amazed.
The card started with the two undercard events at light heavyweight
and middleweight respectively: Anthony Smith Vs. Jimmy Crute and
Chris Weidman Vs. Urijah Hall. The
first fight ended with a perfectly placed
leg kick by Anthony Smith which shut
off the leg of Jimmy Crute causing him
to have severe foot drop with around
a minute left on the clock. Crute still
managed a single leg takedown with
the remaining functional leg, keeping
Smith down out of a sheer will. Unfortunately, at the end of the break going
into the second round, Crute’s leg had
not recovered enough to continue, and
the doctor called the fight off, awarding the win to Anthony Smith.
Next up was the long-awaited fight
between former middleweight champ
Chris Weidman and Urijah Hall. The
two are veterans in the UFC and favorites of many fans of the sport. The
fight started and ended with one strike
being thrown. Chris Weidman wound
up a heavy low leg kick which Urijah
Hall proceeded to check with his left
leg. Weidman’s shin connected and
snapped, wrapping around Hall’s leg
before retracting and unknowingly
stepping back onto the foot attached
to the now snapped- in- half shin. The

fight was immediately called, with the
win going to a very distraught Urijah
Hall. In a coincidental turn of events
from Weidman’s last fight with former

champion Anderson Silva in 2013,
where Weidman caused the break
of Silva’s leg, Weidman now found
himself on the other end of that exchange. Unfortunately for Weidman,
his long-awaited return to the ring was
cut short by this tragic injury. Recent
reports by Weidman himself put his
recovery at about 8 weeks to be back
in action.
With the undercard concluded, the
first championship bout saw Ukrainian flyweight champion Valentina
“Bullet” Shevchenko defend her title
against the Brazilian contender, Jessica Andrade. The fight saw a masterclass display by Shevchenko to outgrapple Andrade, who is a fantastic
wrestler herself. The fight ended in
the middle of the second round, with
Shevchenko lining up Andrade in a
crucifix and dropping elbows onto
her until the ref called the fight after
Andrade failed to get herself out of
the position and receiving multiple
unanswered strikes. Shevchenko left
the fight with her 5th title defense and
leaving no other exciting opponent left
in her division outside of a possible
rematch with double champ Amanda
Nunes.
The next title Fight saw Chinese
strawweight champion Weili Zhang
defend her belt against former champion “Thug Rose” Namajunas. The
fight lasted slightly over a minute, with
Rose controlling distance well and
keeping Weili’s devastating strikes at
bay. Rose ended the fight with a perfectly placed lead leg high kick to the
chin of Weili, causing her to drop almost instantaneously. The defending
champ nearly found her way back up,
but Rose finished the fight off with
two hammer fists, winning her back
the belt. Weili thought the fight was
ended soon, but her stumbling steps
after the call confirmed that the ref
did his job well in protecting the fight-

Womens’ softball — shutouts abound

Columnist

______________________________________

This past Saturday, the
Women’s Softball team traveled to
Ripon for another doubleheader, and
the results were unlike anything anyone could have predicted, back-toback shutouts, one from each team!
In the first game, Ripon got on a hot
streak in one inning, which resulted
in a slaughter rule (Slaughter/mercy
rule: The game ends early if one competitor has a very large scoring lead
over the other and spares further
humiliation for the loser), Vikings
losing 0-10. However, after a short
rain delay between games, the Vikings
answered back and got a shutout of
their own, slaughter-ruling Ripon
13-0! Two players stood out in that
second game, Mikayla Jeneske, who
got a home run, and Emilia Jackson,
the pitcher.
Here is what I asked
Mikayla: During the second game of
the doubleheader against Ripon, you

results? She said: “My 1-hit shutout
against Ripon was definitely an exciting accomplishment that I could not
have done without my team’s excellent defense in this game. Several
factors went into the success of this
game. For example, in the first two
innings that I threw in the first game,
Ceara (the catcher), and I learned a
lot about the batters and prepared a
different pitch calling pattern for the
second game that allowed for fewer
hits as well as weaker hits that our
defense skillfully played for outs. A
second factor that led to a victory in
the second game was overall team
energy. We came out right away in the
second game with high energy that
led to several runs scored. It is always
beneficial as a pitcher to feel the high
energy of your team and to know your
team has run insurance. In conjunction, I believe these factors helped
produce such a successful 1-hit shutout game.” I asked her: As a pitcher
in general, do you ever get nervous
or distracted by the opposing team
when they do their chants?

See page 4

If so, how do you calm your nerves?
If not, how do you block them out,
or what do you tell yourself? Emilia
said: “I have been a pitcher since I
was 9 years old and over the years, I
have learned to calm my nerves and
shut out the opposing team’s chants
by staying focused on my catcher and
by utilizing deep breathing exercises
in between pitches on the mound.
In my college career, I have been
able to tune out the opposing team,
only focusing on my pitches, taking
each batter, one pitch at a time using
these strategies and it has led to overall success on the mound. I rarely
get nervous on the mound now and
I remain level-headed and focus on
pitch placement.”
What another shocking
turn of events for the Vikings, coming
back with their own victory shutout
in the second game, and with injuries
and only 12 players who can play, this
team keeps pushing past the boundaries of “possible.”

VARIETY
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Spacemart

Comfort vs. Fashion

By Rachel Robrecht

By Kelly Foy

After that morning, Zander is
far more cordial to Ethel. One could
even be forgiven for thinking that
he was making the attempt to be
friends, if he wasn’t being so awkward and stilted about it. It seems
that Zander’s lack of conversational
skills stems less from any problem
he has with her, and more from his
problems with socialization in general.
Still, Ethel can tell he’s making an attempt. He offers to help
her more around the store, where
previously he’d been content to read
on his tablet and let her do all the
work. She wakes up one morning to
the smell of something cooking and
wanders out into the kitchen only
for Zander to offer her pancakes.
They somehow manage to be both
a little burnt around the edges and
underdone in the middle, but she’s
so pleasantly surprised by the gesture
that she doesn’t mind. He also starts
spending less time cooped up in his
room at night, sometimes joining
her in the living room to frown at
whatever show she’s watching and
grumble complaints about the standards for television these days.
And though he still isn’t that
great at talking, he tries a bit of that,
too. One night, during inventory, he
asks, “So, kid, how’d you end up at an
out-of-the-way place like this, anyway? Aren’t young people supposed
to like crowds?”
Laughing, Ethel types in the

up on a ship, so not a lot of green
there. When it came time to pick
which branch to work at next, well, it
wasn’t that hard to choose.” Zander
hums, to show he’s been listening.
Ethel’s beginning to know him well
enough to know that the conversation won’t continue without another
prod. “What about you? Seems like
you’ve led an exciting life, judging by
your choice of company. How’d you
end up here?”
Zander shrugs. “You get to be
my age; you start looking for a little
peace and quiet.”
“And before that?” Ethel presses. “How’d you meet Waylen?”
Frowning at her, Zander says,
“Not for you to know, kid,” which has
been his response every time Ethel’s
asked for more information about
Waylen. She tried to argue a few days
ago that she deserved to know, since
she lied for them and all, but Zander
came back with the fact that knowing any more would mean she would
have to lie again, which was a point
she had difficultly arguing with.
She pouts, knowing better than
to push it. “Why do you call me kid,
anyway? I mean, I know I’m younger
than you…”
Rubbing a hand on the back of
his neck, Zander gives her a sheepish look. “I, uh, sort of… Forgot your
name.”
“You’re the worst,” she tells
him, but she laughs, because that
fits in so perfectly with the rest of his
deal. “It’s Ethel.”
Zander relaxes, like he’s relieved
at her lack of negative response.
“Ethel, huh?” He quirks a brow.
“What kind of ancient old lady name
is that?”
Wrinkling her nose, she says,

Zander pauses in his sorting,
hands hovering in the air. “Your parents gave you and your siblings away
to Spacemart?”
“I don’t have any parents,” she
corrects. “Don’t have any siblings,
either, technically, though there are
others in my age group that I grew
up with. All of them have names like
mine. Since we’re all lab grown, they
thought giving us old names would
help balance out the new technology
used to make us.”
Zander turns to stare at her,
suddenly pale. “You don’t have any…
Lab grown?”
“Yeah,” she says, confused at the
look of mounting horror on his face.
No one’s ever reacted like this before,
though she supposes there’s been
very few outside people she’s told.
“Legally speaking, I think Spacemart
is technically my mom,” she offers,
assuming his hang-up is with the no
parents thing.
No longer pale, Zander goes red
with fury. “They’re making people
now?”
Tilting her head, Ethel says,
“Yes? I didn’t realize that was news
to you. Artificial wombs have been
available for decades.”
“As an assisted reproductive
technology, not… This!” He shouts,
gesturing in her general direction. At
her hurt look, Zander sighs. “Sorry, I
didn’t mean…” He trails off and just
stares at her for a minute. “Shit,” he
says, finally. “Okay. Come on. We’ve
gotta… Let’s go take a little trip on
planet, okay?”
She lets him tug her towards the
door. “For what?”
His expression looks deeply
pained. “To see Waylen.”

number of water jugs she just finished counting into her tablet. “I
saw a video once, when I was a kid,
of a forest. Huge trees, from some
far-off planet somewhere. I grew

“They gave all of us names like that.”
“Who, your parents?”
“No, Spacemart. They thought
giving us classical names would put
people more at ease.”

Join us next week for another
installment of Spacemart! Missed a
chapter? Catch up on lawrentian.
com.

Chris Weidman Vs. Urijah Hall. The
first fight ended with a perfectly placed
leg kick by Anthony Smith which shut
off the leg of Jimmy Crute causing him
to have severe foot drop with around
a minute left on the clock. Crute still
managed a single leg takedown with
the remaining functional leg, keeping
Smith down out of a sheer will. Unfortunately, at the end of the break going
into the second round, Crute’s leg had
not recovered enough to continue, and
the doctor called the fight off, awarding the win to Anthony Smith.
Next up was the long-awaited fight
between former middleweight champ
Chris Weidman and Urijah Hall. The
two are veterans in the UFC and favorites of many fans of the sport. The
fight started and ended with one strike
being thrown. Chris Weidman wound
up a heavy low leg kick which Urijah
Hall proceeded to check with his left
leg. Weidman’s shin connected and
snapped, wrapping around Hall’s leg
before retracting and unknowingly
stepping back onto the foot attached
to the now snapped- in- half shin. The
fight was immediately called, with the
win going to a very distraught Urijah
Hall. In a coincidental turn of events
from Weidman’s last fight with former
champion Anderson Silva in 2013,

where Weidman caused the break
of Silva’s leg, Weidman now found
himself on the other end of that exchange. Unfortunately for Weidman,
his long-awaited return to the ring was
cut short by this tragic injury. Recent
reports by Weidman himself put his
recovery at about 8 weeks to be back
in action.
With the undercard concluded, the
first championship bout saw Ukrainian flyweight champion Valentina
“Bullet” Shevchenko defend her title
against the Brazilian contender, Jessica Andrade. The fight saw a masterclass display by Shevchenko to outgrapple Andrade, who is a fantastic
wrestler herself. The fight ended in
the middle of the second round, with
Shevchenko lining up Andrade in a
crucifix and dropping elbows onto
her until the ref called the fight after
Andrade failed to get herself out of
the position and receiving multiple
unanswered strikes. Shevchenko left
the fight with her 5th title defense and
leaving no other exciting opponent left
in her division outside of a possible
rematch with double champ Amanda
Nunes.
The next title Fight saw Chinese
strawweight champion Weili Zhang
defend her belt against former cham-

Previously: After helping a
mysterious old friend of Zander’s
escape custody, Spacemart coworkers Ethel and Zander lied to the
security officers investigating the
case.

Last Week in Sports...

continued from page 3

ers. The fan-favorite, “Thug Rose,” regained her title and lit up the arenas
with cheers.
The final fight was the rematch between dominant Nigerian champion,
Kamaru “The Nigerian Nightmare”
Usman and “Gamebred” Jorge Masvi
Saturday, April 24, saw one of the
best MMA cards in recent memory.
Taking place in front of the first large
live audience that the UFC has hosted
since the start of the pandemic, the
15,000-person crowd in Florida lit
up the Jacksonville Arena with cheers
and jeers that had been missing since
fight night Brazil on March 14th of last
year. The card offered three title fights
and an undercard of quality fighters,
with all fights ending in some sort
of TKO. Three champions put their
belts on the line, two of them leaving
with another title defense. With all
the fights ending in some spectacular
fashion, there was no way any fan of
MMA could watch UFC 261 and not be
amazed.
The card started with the two undercard events at light heavyweight
and middleweight respectively: Anthony Smith Vs. Jimmy Crute and

Why do we shame people
for wearing sweatpants outside of
the home? They’re comfy! That’s
something that I’m starting to real-

spray painting people’s names onto
one of the sweatpant legs in wild
fonts. Mine was a cursive, black
“Kelly” with a red and green back-

ize lately is that sometimes it is
important to prioritize comfort over
fashion. As a kid, I always wore
sweatpants or leggings to school. It
was so much easier than jeans. And
let’s face it, sometimes jeans are a
pain in the butt to put on. Especially
on cold winter mornings when you
were waking up super early for high
school. I remember during my junior
year of high school I would wake up
at 5:50 am for an “early-bird” class
and still look pretty presentable. It
shocks me! I can barely get out of
bed before 9:30 four years later. It’s
quite pathetic actually. Hopefully I’ll
get back to being that productive
one day. Nonetheless, the point I’m
trying to hit home is that we must
embrace leggings and sweatpants as
valid clothing to wear outside the
house!
There were multiple days in
early high-school that I wore sweatpants, I mean hell! It was cozy. I used
to have to go to 9 classes a day and
I would force myself to wear jeans
because it made me feel more productive. I will say that about sweatpants though, it’s easy to slack off
when you got em on. I mean, c’mon!
They’re like little hugs around your
thighs and calves, how can you say
no to another episode? However, if
I’m watching TV in jeans I’m already
less comfortable than I would be in
sweatpants. This is how my mind
works, I guess. Anyways, the point
is that I would make myself feel bad
for wearing sweatpants. As if it was
a crime! Well… if being cozy is a
crime… lock me up. I have so many
cherished pairs of sweatpants that I
hold so near and dear to my heart.
I remember my first favorite pair
was a pair I got from a Batmitzvah.
I remember it being probably the
coolest thing I’d ever seen. This dude
was sitting atop a grand staircase

ground. Oh wow, part of me really
hopes I never gave them away. After
reliving that memory I realized how
much I became attached to those
silly little pants.
Along with my intense joy that
sweatpants bring me, I’d be remiss
to not acknowledge the joy that leggings bring me. Oh, mama! Leggings
are like a classier version of sweatpants. I mean, they simply fit every
occasion. Except maybe like a funeral
or a wedding. That might be underdressing it a little bit. However, they
are perfect for just going out. At least
for me, when I go out in sweatpants
I feel like everyone is judging me.
I feel like they think I just woke up
or am really cold for some reason.
Now, with leggings, I no longer have
this fear. Leggings were especially popular within my high school.
You know why? Because high school
girls are smart. They look comfortable and trendy. Now, the leggings
I saw at my high school were always
Lululemon and had some crazy pattern. It honestly became like some
sort of wild pants competition. Yoga
pants were included too. I mean,
it was smart to make leggings the
trend because no one ever felt under
dressed. It was almost like you were
underdressed if you weren’t wearing
leggings!
So, I guess what I’m getting
at here is that at the end of the day
pants are simply pants and we must
treat them as such. Whether they
are slacks, leggings, jeans, skirts,
skorts, yoga pants, tight pants, skinny pants, flowy pants or so much
more they are still.. well... pants. Let
us not judge each other or ourselves
for wanting to be comfy one day and
perhaps dress it up the next, AND if
something is comfortable and stylish, all the better!

pion “Thug Rose” Namajunas. The
fight lasted slightly over a minute, with
Rose controlling distance well and
keeping Weili’s devastating strikes at
bay. Rose ended the fight with a perfectly placed lead leg high kick to the
chin of Weili, causing her to drop almost instantaneously. The defending
champ nearly found her way back up,
but Rose finished the fight off with
two hammer fists, winning her back
the belt. Weili thought the fight was
ended soon, but her stumbling steps
after the call confirmed that the ref
did his job well in protecting the fighters. The fan-favorite, “Thug Rose,” regained her title and lit up the arenas
with cheers.
The final fight was the rematch between dominant Nigerian champion,
Kamaru “The Nigerian Nightmare”
Usman and “Gamebred” Jorge Masvidal. Their first match saw Masvidal
take the fight on 6 days’ notice, cutting 20lbs in a week for a fight that
was originally meant to be between
Usman and contender Gilbert Burns.
The first fight went to decision, with
Usman dominating Masvidal on the
ground for the last four rounds. Fans,
including myself, were assuming that
a full 6-week training camp would do
Masvidal well and change the story

for the second fight. The fight started
strong for Usman, with him dominating in the striking, and still throwing
Masvidal around as in the first fight.
Masvidal seemed to try and block
strikes with his head, disrespecting
the power of Usman’s hands as he had
been in the lead up to the fight. At the
end of the first round, Masvidal looked
gassed from getting thrown around
and punched in the face about 40
times in a single round. Usman ended
the fight in the first minute of the second round by finding Masvidal’s chin
with a missile of a right hand. The
shot slumped Masvidal’s body to the
ground, and Usman secured the finish
with two hammer fists to the head. A
picture-perfect cross cemented Usman’s striking ability into the head
of Masvidal. Usman successfully defended his title for the fourth time and
added Masvidal to his highlight reel,
capping off one of the most exhilarating UFC cards in a while. It has been
confirmed that Usman’s next title defense will be a rematch against Colby
Covington, who has arguably given
Usman his most challenging fight to
date and will likely take place in the
fall.
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What’s on your mind, Phoebe?
By Lauren Kelly
Pets are such a big part of our
lives, but do you ever guess what
they are thinking? Each week, I will
take a different pet and write their

But then when I used to set times and
not constant grazing I realize that
I love play! I chase around and do
my Phoebe jump! My Phoebe plop!

“inner thoughts.”

My Phoebe zooms!!! I stare at bugs
and I eat grass and I try to escape
the house and I love sitting by vents
and I try to hunt those mice. My
cat brother always tries to pick his
grumpy old fights but I still young
cat, and I was not babied as a kitten.
I was street tough with fleas and hunger and now I don’t stop eating. I am
survivor Phoebe, strong Phoebe, and
I love play!! And snuggles of course,
but I don’t always get the attention since I don’t actively demand it
from my family like Figaro. I not so
needy like him. Sure, I may make
some noises. If you touch me I sound
like snoring or a truck vibrating. I
might nudge brother’s door for me
and Figaro to come in and I may
happen to lash out. But when I hidden behind curtain in Zoom call,
you may not know it. You may even
be ascared when I come out. But
I agile still, and quick, and I love
plop! And because humans love it
so much, I try to nudge my head
against their hand like an Olympic
prize dolphin because I so cute!!!!!

*Sleeping, sleeping, sleeping*
*stomp* Why does everyone just sit
on me while I asleeping? I love being
as warm as I can, and I just plop
down where I go. So be it if I am
under warm blanket or on couch or
in window? When you sit me down
I stay. All day until I hungry. You
humans should know where I am so
you can be snuggling with me too!
I purr so loud when I get love and
even just when you exist :). Sure, I
am street cat and McDonald’s cat and
I have a dark side. But even I do not
always know when that Phoebe come
out with sharp claws. Maybe when
that little human brother chase me
with a chair or ball, but maybe even
when you touch my belly. Maybe it’s
even after I purr so loud and you
think I’m loving it. I plop, I sleep forever, I eat a lot, I always hungry, but
I will surprise you. My older human
brother decided I need diet so I cry
for food, any food! I beg you! Raspy
rrrmmmeehhhhh! Hear me hear me!

By Willem Villerius

In short, because I have more naps
I need to get in today, here are my
favorite things:
Even though I covered in thick
fur, I love warmth and sun and being
under thick blankets.
I love food and I try and make
up for not having any during my
street days.
Phoebe plop, jump, chase, snuggle!

Quote of the Week
By Grace Reyes

Out of the Hidden Grove
In the hidden grove sits a girl.

between dates, but the boundaries

She is younger than many her age
and as old as she needs to be. Sitting

of the grove were still unclear to her.
She feared leaving on accident, but

in her ankle length dress, both legs
curve and curl to one side. The girl’s

the boundaries weren’t there.
Covered in leaves, she’s sleep-

long hair reaches down, holding her

ing. She sleeps when she pleases.

upright. She blows dandelions and

Sometimes, it’s by the light of night

picks flower petals, playing games of

that she goes about her day. Whether

love-me-not with herself.
In that grove, she listens. At

the light’s from a nearby city or the
stars above, it’s enough. Illuminated

times, from afar she hears a cacoph-

in the darkness, she’s rolling around

ony. Turbulence, pollution and city

in the brush. Polling herself as she

life abide. Conserving, she waits

rolls, it’s hard to tell if it’s fun or not.

patiently for someone.

She had to do something all those

Through

storm, mud and spider bites, she is

long nights and days.

preserving herself. As best she can,
she waits it out. Sitting up with her

In the moist dirt, she’s crawling. The girl sees many animals pass

curved spine, she has fine posture.

through. Deer, foxes and weasels

In the grove, she watches

meander. They orbit through the

clouds. Past the sparse canopy,
she watches the white wisps fly by.

region and the girl watches them.
She wonders sometimes if the loon

Memorizing their randomness, she

stepping through was the one she

herself learns. In the distance, voices
can be heard. She hides behind a

had been waiting for. Maybe if she
could make like the loon, it would

boulder from the people passing by.

usher her out. She’s still waiting.

They laugh, they cry and they yell,

In the open grove, she’s lying.

while the girl hugs the large rock

A girl approaches the grove, hum-

tight.

ming calmly. The girl jolts up to hide

Amidst the trees, she stumbles
around. This small domain she will
never remember. It’s not a home the

behind her boulder. As the girl walks
into the grove, she doesn’t disturb
her. She’s clinging onto the rock,

girl will make. Navigating the same

beginning to cry. Walking around

trees for the first time is what’s most
comfortable. She idles stretched out

the pathways formed by her footprints, she smiles. She’s the same

across roots, but she’s ready to be
carried away. If not by a friend,

height, though the girl is noticeably
taller.

maybe by the wind one day.
Among the weeds, she’s think-

In the bygone grove, she cries.
For a time, she idles there; weeping

ing. The girl was not born here,
whether she would pass here was
unclear as well. In her solitude, it

as she walks. The time comes and
she goes up. Hugging her waist, she
leans her head on her shoulder as

was often unclear if she was the

the tears dry up. There’s a harmoni-

guardian angel of this grove or sent
there to be a friend of flowers. In

ous warmth spreading through her
as she leaves. The sun is low on the

a space between places and a time

horizon as she crosses the threshold.

By Celeste Reyes
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Tom Paulson: Honoring his lasting light

and family, continues to burn within many in the Lawrence community and beyond. Four current students, myself included, and
___________________________________________________________________
one alumna are fortunate enough to be a part of that bright legacy
Tom Paulson ’93 was born on April 29, 1961 and died because of the Paulson Family Scholarship.
unexpectedly in his sleep on April 21, 2021. Tom grew up in
While their sons were both studying at Lawrence, the
Kaukauna, Wisc. — roughly 10 minutes down the street from Paulsons began to talk about making a financial commitment to
Lawrence. He graduated from Kaukauna High School, where he the school that had impacted their lives so much. Beginning in
met his best friend and future wife, Mary. They went on to have 2016, they settled on the idea of an ongoing scholarship. For the
three children: Sarah, Nick ‘14 and Erik ‘16.
past five years, the Paulsons have provided the full demonstrated
When the young couple settled down to start their fam- financial need for a Kaukauna High School graduate attending
ily, Tom began to think more seriously about his plans for the Lawrence. Last year marked the first time in which a Paulson
future. Then, when his job at the Institute of Paper Chemistry scholar could be found in each class. Now, there are five: Bailey
(IPC) in Appleton offered him the opportunity to attend Lawrence Underwood ’20, senior Isaac Wippich, junior Molly Ruffing,
through a tuition remission program, Tom seized the opportunity. sophomore Enna Krnecin and first-year Madison Clark.
Beginning in the mid- ‘80s, Tom took one course per term for six
Aside from their generous financial support, the Paulson
years.
family also shows that they genuinely care about each of us scholWhen IPC relocated, Tom was left with senior status but ars. Family dinner has become a tradition for the beginning of each
no tuition remission program. If he continued on the part-time school year — a time to share cheese curds and for everyone to get
schooling path that he was on, he would have nearly four more to know each other better by discussing more than just classroom
years of school ahead of him. This path was simply not feasible lessons.
for the young Paulson family. Tom’s professors at the time worked
Before the first family dinner, I was petrified by the
with him and financial aid to create a one-year path to graduation. thought of breaking bread with the Paulson family. After all, what
Tom Paulson graduated from Lawrence with a degree in if they got to know me? Little did I know that my fears would be
chemistry as a non-traditional student at the age of 32 — all while completely fulfilled, for the Paulsons fully intended to know each
working full-time and being a father to young children.
of us, even little ol’ me.
Tom’s degree set him on a career path that would include
Later that year, I found myself looking at different coltwo successful business start-ups. His success was not just due lege websites and considering which one I would run to. But then I
to his diploma but also to the drive fostered during his time at took a little chance and sent Tom and Mary an email, letting them
Lawrence.
know how I felt. And they saw me. They saw my fear, and they also
In his obituary, Tom’s work ethic was referred to as part saw the potential that I was so blind to. Because of the Paulsons, I
of his legacy. Tom’s legacy, his unquestionable love for learning re-examined my role on this campus and chose to stay.

Molly Ruffing
Editor-in-Chief

Paulson speaks at a Be the Light! event held during Winter Term 2020.
Photo by Danny Damiani.

When I initially heard of Tom Paulson, I was still vehemently opposed to attending a college 10 minutes away from my
hometown. When I first met him, I had only just begun to reckon
with the fact that I did want to go to Lawrence. Then, as I was
enveloped into his family, I understood why I chose Lawrence.
It’s home.
Mary, Sarah, Nick and Erik, I am so sorry for your loss.
Tom’s legacy is the many people he loved, the bluegrass music
he made and the light that radiates within every community he
touched. May it shine on.

Photo Feature by Astra Medeiros
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Revolution Treehouse: Yayoi Kusama

Columnist

_________________________________________________

Welcome to Revolution Treehouse, your corner of the
Lawrentian for all things creative, outspoken and change-making! Art of every form is an evocative and efficient vehicle for
political ideas, ranging from the protest music of the Vietnam
War era to the graffiti transformation of confederate monuments during summer 2020. This column aims to share great
art and cool facts about important historical and contemporary social movements with the Lawrence community because
knowledge and inspiration make us powerful. Welcome to
Revolution Treehouse!
Yayoi Kusama, one of the most celebrated pop artists
alive today, turned 92 on March 22. Known for hypnotic infinity
net paintings, penis chairs and an obsession with dots, Kusama’s
work is based upon “developing [her] psychological problems
into art” (Lenz). She was born in the Japanese castle town of
Matsumoto, from whence she escaped her conservative family to
New York City. She worked there in its art world for many years,
challenging the closed-minded, white-male-dominated world of
museums and art collectors with her aggressive installation projects and public happenings.
From a young age, Kusama has struggled with mental illness. One day, while sitting in her family’s flower fields
with a sketchbook, she experienced the flowers surrounding
and speaking to her. “I had thought that only humans could
speak,” Kusama recalled, “so I was surprised the violets were
using words. I was so terrified my legs began shaking” (Adams).
Hallucinations such as this one haunted her childhood, and she
used art as a coping mechanism to process her experiences. She

reflects that “[w]henever things like this happened I would hurry
back home and draw what I had seen in my sketchbook… recording them helped to ease the shock and fear of the episodes”
(Adams). When Kusama would draw, her mother would sneak up
and tear the pictures away from her because she wanted Kusama
to attend etiquette school instead of pursuing art. Alexandra
Munroe, senior curator of Asian art at the Guggenheim Museum,
has speculated that the childhood trauma of having her art stolen
still informs her artistic process. Indeed, Kusama creates art at a
furious pace, perhaps out of a deep-seated fear that it will be torn
from her before she can complete it.
Snatching away her art isn’t the only trauma Kusama’s
mother inflicted upon her, however. During childhood, her
mother would send her to spy on her father’s extramarital affairs

due to her family’s opposition to her dreams. Their aspirations
for her, driven by patriarchal cultural norms, were to make a
‘good’ arranged marriage and become a traditional Japanese
housewife, but Kusama set her sights on a successful career as
a painter. Before escaping to the United States, Kusama burned
about 2,000 paintings by the river near her home and promised
herself that “[she] would paint much better than these” (Lenz).
In 1958, she took up residence in New York City, as one of the
first artists from postwar Japan to immigrate there. When she
first arrived in New York, Kusama promised herself that she
would “conquer New York and make [her] name in the world
with [her] passion for the arts and [her] creative energy” (Lenz).
Because of the rampant racism and sexism of the era,
Kusama struggled to be taken seriously by the New York City

with other women. When Kusama reported what she had witnessed, her mother would “vent all her rage on me,” Kusama
wrote in her autobiography (Adams). Kusama’s phallic soft
sculpture work expresses her trauma at witnessing a parent have
sex with a stranger. She wrote, “I began making penises in order
to heal my feelings of disgust toward sex. My fear was of the
hide-in-the-closet trembling variety. I was taught sex was dirty,
shameful, something to be hidden. Complicating things even
more was all the talk about ‘good families’ and ‘arranged marriage’ and the absolute opposition to romantic love… Also, I happened to witness the sex act when I was a toddler, and the fear
that entered through my eye had ballooned inside me” (Adams).
Kusama came across Georgia O’Keeffe’s paintings in a
book shop in Matsumoto and was very struck by them. She wrote
to O’Keeffe asking for advice on how to survive as a painter.
O’Keeffe encouraged her to bring her paintings to the United
States and show her work to anyone she thought would be interested. When the time came, leaving Japan was difficult largely

art establishment; both her womanhood and Japanese heritage
counted against her in the white, cis male-dominated art world.
She managed to get her art into galleries alongside pop art idols
such as Andy Warhol and Claes Oldenburg, only to have her
innovations appropriated. Oldenburg, who made sculptures
in paper mache at the time, suddenly switched course to soft
sculptures remarkably similar to Kusama’s. Midori Yamamura
speculates that Oldenburg didn’t think of creating sculptures out
of sewing until he saw Kusama’s artwork, cynically noting that
sewing is “very unmasculine” (Lenz). Oldenburg rose to international stardom because of this uncredited appropriation.
Kusama’s first installation, “Aggregation: One
Thousand Boats Show,” was very inventive: she covered a rowboat and its oars in phallic, soft sculpture protrusions, and then
photographed the boat, turning it into wallpaper that she used to
line a gallery. The boat sat in the middle of the gallery, surrounded by images of itself. Kusama noted that Andy Warhol came to

See page 12
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Mary Boyle

Earth Week: A call to action

Earth Week was recently celebrated from April 18 to
April 25, during which over a billion people around the world

ed to promote the protection of the environment on college campuses (earthday.org). Nelson and Congressman Pete McCloskey
(R) recruited Denis Hayes, an environmental activist, to organize
the campus teach-ins. They chose April 22 in the spring of 1970 to
begin the teach-ins and demonstrations, and they named this day

of the lockdown of factories and restricted travel, the concentration of NO2 in air has dropped remarkably in cities all over the
world (Otmani et al., 2020).
Since industrial waste and sewage has consequently
also slowed, water quality has improved. The River Ganges, locat-

honored our beautiful planet. During this week every year, my
Instagram page is flooded with artsy vacation photos of oceans,
sunsets, forests and mountains to honor Earth, but for the rest of
the year we aren’t as conscious. We pollute the air with dangerous toxins and destroy the land with industries and factories that
overrun wildlife. As a result of our carelessness and irresponsibility, we harm plants, animals and marine life. We cannot continue
to only celebrate the earth one week a year: we must cherish and
respect our planet every single day so we can continue to call it our
home.
Lack of concern for our planet is not unheard of, as
the protection of the environment was never a primary concern
for the U.S. In the 1960s, rampant pollution of leaded gas from
automobiles and industrial smoke and sludge plagued the air,
and Americans didn’t seem to care. These emissions resulted in
smog, which occurs when the compounds emitted from vehicles,
factories and powerplants interact with sunlight. This results in
the creation of ground-level ozone, which can cause respiratory
diseases such as asthma and bronchitis (Michigan in the World
and the Environmental Justice HistoryLab, projects of the U-M
History Department). Unlike most Americans, Senator Gaylord
Nelson, a junior senator from Wisconsin, demonstrated concern
for the environment. After the oil spill in Santa Barbara, California
in 1969, Nelson realized there needed to be a change, and he was
determined to improve the deteriorating environment (earthday.
org).
Inspired by the anti-war protests, Senator Nelson decid-

“Earth Day.” Earth Day inspired 20 million Americans at the time,
which was 10% of the total United States’ population, to demonstrate humans’ overwhelming impact on the environment over
the last 150 years through organized protests and rallies. People
from all over the political spectrum showed their support for the
creation of Earth Day, and the efforts of millions of Americans
led to the creation of the United States Environmental Protection
Agency and the passage of the National Environmental Education
Act, the Occupational Safety and Health Act and the Clean Air Act
(earthday.org). Because of its remarkable success, Earth Day continues to be celebrated every year to recognize, honor and respect
the sanctity of our earth.
Despite all its negative consequences, the pandemic
has actually improved our environment. The World Health
Organization (WHO) estimated that air pollution kills 7 million
people each year worldwide, and more than 80% of the population breathes this unhealthy air every day (WHO, 2020). Since
stay-at-home orders were mandated, air quality has significantly
improved around the world. In China, emissions of harmful gases
and other pollutants decreased by 25% at the beginning of 2020,
and the quality of air improved in 337 cities across China. The
WHO estimated that this drastic improvement has saved up to
50,000 lives in China (CNN, 2020). Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) is
an air pollutant composed of nitrogen and oxygen that forms as a
result of the burning of fossil fuels such as coal, gas, oil and diesel.
Nitrogen Dioxide can harm humans, causing inflammation of the
airways, worsened coughs and increased asthma attacks. Because

ed in India, has been one of the most polluted rivers in the world.
According to the Central Pollution Control Board of India, (CPCB)
water quality there has improved by 40%-50% (CPCB, 2020). For
the first time in decades, the water in the Ganga River has become
fit for drinking (Khan, Shah and Shah, 2020).
When there is clean water, aquatic life flourishes.
Many animals are returning to their natural habitats from clearing waters. As factories and industries shut down, there was less
pollution in the water to harm aquatic life. Endangered otters,
such as the Asain Small Clawed Otter, are returning to the lakes
in Malaysia (Degnarain, 2020). Because there were no humans to
roam beaches and leave behind garbage and plastic, endangered
leatherback turtles in Juno Beach, Florida, have been able to
hatch their eggs in peace. In the beginning of summer in 2020,
staff from the Loggerhead MarineLife Center already found
76 nests two weeks into the nesting season. They said it was a
“significant” increase from the same time in the previous year
(Guardian, 2020).
Just one year of lockdown has significantly improved
our planet, and this change wasn’t even intentional! It shouldn’t
take a global pandemic for us to realize that we need to treat the
Earth with respect. However, this change will not reverse the
years of disregard and mistreatment already at play. We must be
conscious of our ecological footprint, as there is still so much more
progress to be made. If the world can improve so much in just
over a year, imagine how much change we can make in the years
to come, especially if we are intentional!

Staff Writer

__________________________________________________________________

Photo Feature: London
Centre — Week Four
with Caroline Garrow

Westminster Abbey.

Brexit Protest.

Monument to the Women of World War II.

So What, What Does It Mean to Be You? A Look Into Subin Cheong
Double majoring before the pandemic was challenging enough. It consisted of maintaining time for yourself, getting
around to doing everything on your to-do list and staying on top
of your work while everything around you demands some form of
attention. However, sophomore Subin Cheong faces each of these
challenges with a lab coat and a wide smile on her face. Cheong

struggling to find practicality in her future if she stayed with
English, and she thought her parents felt the same. This newfound
passion that Cheong unlocked was met with happy approval from
both her parents and from herself.
Cheong didn’t set her tunnel vision onto the sciences
simply for parental approval, though. Biology is written into
Cheong’s history. She explained that she grew up sick. “I grew up
mostly in the hospital and so all around me, it was biology, you
know, science and stuff like that,” she said. “So I was like, you
know, maybe I could give [biology] a shot. I do really enjoy bio.”

majors in both biology and computer science and minors in data
science. Sounds busy, right? But wait, there’s more! Cheong spends
the time she isn’t in class working in the biology stockroom, setting
up labs for different biology classrooms while making sure everything meets high lab standards. Cheong is the essence of biology,
eating, sleeping and breathing it with every atom filled with a love
for the sciences.
As you can piece together, science is a part of Cheong’s
everyday life but digging into her freshman year, Cheong recalled
she started at Lawrence with a focus in English literature. Cheong
reflected, “I wanted to come in doing English literature, which is
crazy ‘cause I took a U-turn. I came [into Lawrence], and I learned
a little bit more about Lawrence’s science department and it just
drew me in– like the whole science building.” She said that this
first moment of inspiration came from her first term of college in
which she took Biology 130 professors Beth De Stasio and Shannon
L. Newman. This opened a new door of opportunity for Cheong,
one she hadn’t ever taken the chance to fully open. She mentioned

Cheong’s history with the hospital developed a hidden passion
within her. Her young self held onto the curiosity of that world–the
world of medicine and science–until she was ready to foster it into
a fully realized passion.
With this newly developing passion thrust into her life
during her first term of college, a time of new discoveries and selfgrowth, Cheong found comfort in being at Lawrence. She found
herself with support from her peers and advisor, professor Karen
Hoffmann, who helped nurture this change. She recalled that the
transition from the English department to biology was extremely
supportive as her advisor helped through every step of the process,
“I talked to my advisor who is an English professor because obviously I came in with English and she was so supportive, and she
reached out to multiple [biology] professors to help me out with
scheduling my [biology] classes for the year. And I couldn’t have
been more grateful for that.” Cheong was met with validation from
her peers and guidance from her advisor from the beginning, the
kind of support that would allow her to be comfortable with change

Tapashwi Karkiwww
Columnist

_________________________________________________

Sophomore Subin Cheong.
Photo by Dani Massey.

and seek out what she wanted.
For someone like Cheong, who enjoys the challenge of
change and new opportunities, Lawrence’s liberal arts education is
perfect. She began to push her curiosity beyond biology and tried
new classes. Of these classes, she hooked onto computer science
and data science as another major and minor. After taking one
term of each, she found herself exhausted but with a vast amount of
new information. While she recognized the difficulty of the course,
ultimately the payoff was too rewarding to not pursue. She recognized that because of the experience Lawrence gave her, “You’re

See page 12
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The Book
Club
Mikayla Henry
Columnist

______________________________________

In this week’s edition, I once
again decided to go around campus
and ask a few fellow Lawrentians for
their own book recommendations.
After reading the printed copies of
The Lawrentian over the past few
weeks, I realized that they have all
been bursting with recommended fictitious works. This is fine, of course,
but there’s no harm in having a bit of
a variety, right? So, I decided that this
week’s prompt should focus on books
that stemmed from true stories, and I
asked a couple of Lawrentians about
their favorite memoirs.
The first student I talked to was
freshman Alan Garza, who recommended the well-acclaimed memoir
The Glass Castle by Jeannette Walls.
It follows the author and her strange
family as she goes through the numerous trials of childhood. Walls’ father
is a brilliant man who loves to drink,
and her mother is a free spirit who
doesn’t want to bear the burden of
raising a family, so Walls and her
siblings are left to raise themselves.
“The book also feels like a tour of the
United States, since they would have
to move over and over again because
the dad would get sick of his job and
want to start over somewhere new,”
Garza pointed out. Garza feels that
this book is significant and easy for
many to relate to since it highlights
both the importance of family, the
overwhelming dysfunctionality that
it can have and the impact this can
have on a child as they grow up. If you
aren’t afraid to cry, The Glass Castle
may be the perfect pick for you.
Isabella Sutter, another freshman, also tackled the prompt for this
week and decided to recommend

Testament of Youth by Vera Brittain.
Sutter explained that, “The book follows Brittain, who lives in England at
the start of World War I, and it documents her journey as she tries to go
to Oxford in order to become a writer
but her plans abruptly changed. We
watch as she struggles with a lot of
loss throughout the book as she tries
to find her way in the world, while
simultaneously doing what she can
for the war effort.” It really drew in
Sutter due to the beautiful prose that
Brittain incorporates into the pages
and it is perfect for readers who aren’t
too scared of a longer book. This one
also happens to be a tearjerker, which
seems to be the continuous theme for
this week.
My own recommendation for
this week is Tuesday’s With Morrie
by Mitch Albom. Readers watch as
Mitch rekindles his friendship with
his old college professor, Morrie, and
they begin to have one final class that
provides lessons on how to live. They
meet every Tuesday in Morrie’s study
as he lays dying of amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis (ALS), and we watch as his
condition worsens as the book continues. Together they cover a range of
difficult topics, such as death, regrets,
money, old age and family. This is a
book that you can learn a lot from,
so I would definitely recommend it to
everyone and anyone who may be in
need of some life advice right about
now. Though, like the other recommendations, it’ll pull at your heartstrings and make you cry, so don’t say
I didn’t warn you.
That’s it for this week’s recommendations! If you’re in need of a
good cry and want to read about
someone else’s life story, this may be
the perfect week of recommendations
for you.

Freshman Jando Valdez helped found the Lawrence University Mariachi Ensemble.
Photo by Pei Robins.

Creative Writing Club Serial Story:
Episode Four

Jeff Mason
Guest Writer

______________________________________

Her mother’s eyes were sunken
into her pale skin. Lizzie couldn’t tell
if she was awake, or asleep with her
eyes open.
Neither of them had gotten much
sleep last night, and the weather
didn’t pity them. It had begun to
rain shortly after dawn, turning the
smell of the forest from mud and bark
to fish. Worms rejoiced in the cold
muck. Lizzie and her mother Diane
just sat in silence, in awe of the sudden change in this place where rain
was all but impossible—yet it rained
anyway.
“What do you wanna do today?”
Lizzie asked Diane.
When her mother first cocked
her head to look at Lizzie, she looked
as if she might throw up. Then Diane
shrugged and looked up into the trees.
“I don’t know.”
Dad always had something to
do, Lizzie thought. The heels of her
sandals bounced against the rotting
wood of the log she sat on.
“I’m bored.”
“Just wait,” her mother told her.
“Why can’t we do anything fun
anymore?”
Lizzie stared at the ground for
a long while, her lips tense with a
scowl. Eventually, she felt the log she
sat on shift slightly with new weight.
But Lizzie herself felt nothing. It was
like Diane wasn’t really sitting next
to her at all. So after another min-

ute of waiting for her mother to feel
human, waiting for a hug or a touch,
Lizzie stood and began to walk down
a trail. She heard her mother get up
and follow.
The rain died down, and neither
said a word.
If I ran away, Lizzie thought, if
Dad was here, he’d catch up to me in
no time. I could never outrun him.
I’m not so sure with Mom. Would she
even chase after me, or just let me go?
They continued on this path for a
few hours, the wilderness opening up
to them as the sour day slowly turned
bright and vivid. Lizzie led the way for
most of the trip, until at one point she
stopped to watch a pair of deer walk
across the path ahead of her, maybe
fifty feet away. The two animals froze
for a few seconds, then bowed their
heads and continued on, their footfalls barely making any noise at all.
Then they were out of sight, ducking
into a gully.
“You see the baby deer?” Diane
asked her, leaning right up to the
hood of her raincoat.
Lizzie shook her head. She’d only
seen the two full-grown deer, and
didn’t know how she could’ve missed
the fawn. What she did notice were
the tracks of something much bigger
in the mud—paws, the size of something that could kill. They headed in
the direction of the family of deer.
Lizzie shivered.
For the rest of the hike, the two
of them walked together, their hoods
down as the temperature rose and

the sun peeked out from the leaves
above them. The trail circled back
around to the lake, back to the beach
where Lizzie had gone last night, the
water where El Ahogado lived, and
breathed, and ate, and killed.
Lizzie reached out her hand. Her
mom took it. Some cold drops of
water caught in between.
Then Lizzie felt herself being
pulled off the trail.
“Look at that!” Diane said, bringing Lizzie to a spot in the forest where
the plants were bent and pressed into
the ground. She saw a large, brown
outline, stuffed with red. Suddenly,
she was kneeling with her mom, who
pointed and said, “Wow! Look at the
size of that thing, hon!”
Lizzie saw before her a beast of
a cat, eyes wide open, paws stretching out in either direction. It looked
fierce, full of something wild and
untameable. Yet it was gray with
death. Red with gore, a series of claw
marks across its side, its insides let
loose, like worms catching breath
in the rain. Lizzie saw flies circling
the flesh and covered her mouth, her
nose, tried not to breathe in the air.
The next thing she knew, her
mother’s arms were around her, jostling her, hugging her the way her
dad would hold her when she was
young, when she had accomplished
some great feat.
“Isn’t that incredible?” her mom
asked. Lizzie turned towards Diane
just as a fly landed on her cheek.

LUMÉ brings Mariachi to Wisconsin
Rukmini Raman
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Mariachi may not be the most
familiar sound to the Midwest, but in
the past year it has put down roots at
Lawrence. The Lawrence University
Mariachi Ensemble (LUMÉ) began
rehearsals last term thanks to the
combined enthusiasm of first year
Jando Valdez, Dr. Arau and LU musicians both with and without cultural
connections to mariachi. Valdez is one
of the founding members and student
leaders of LUMÉ, along with a group
of upper year Latinx students including Alex Medina, Willy Quijano and
Ricardo Jiménez.
Mariachi, a style of music typically played by a small ensemble,
was born in the Mexican countryside.
Combining aspects of Indigenous,
African and Spanish folk traditions,
it soon became a cultural cornerstone,
the backdrop to holidays, weddings
and birthdays. Though the most widespread form of mariachi today is characteristic to the state of Jalisco, the
genre developed divergently in different pockets of the country, resulting in
a mosaic of musical tradition. Its popularity grew to span Latin America,
reaching Colombia and Guatemala,
where Valdez’s parents are from.
With immigration and el movimiento
Chicano, mariachi has also nestled

into various parts of the US — as it
does now all the way to Wisconsin.
Traditionally, a mariachi ensemble would consist of violins, trumpets and a guitar — all introduced by
European colonizers — but also the
vihuela, guitarrón and a traditional
harp, which were developed from
European instruments to better serve
rural Mexican voicings. Following this
example of flexible instrumentation,
LUMÉ welcomes all musicians. “I
would much rather alter the instrumentation than deny someone the
opportunity to have an experience
with mariachi,” Valdez explained.
“Mariachi isn’t about the instruments,
but instead about the connection to
others and the passion transferred
from the performer to the audience.”
Valdez and LUMÉ truly aim
to bring mariachi to the people, an
endeavor of great cultural responsibility. The music cannot stand apart
from its background, and LUMÉ has
been true to this aspect of mariachi by
purposefully weaving a cultural education with a musical one. Valdez is
grateful to Fredd Sanchez of Mariachi
Continental de San Diego and LU
alum Nestor Dominguez of Chicago
Public Schools for offering their guidance and knowledge in representing
such a broad, yet overshadowed culture.

“My aim is to give others a
glimpse into the invigorating emotional connection that myself and
other Latinx people feel when they
hear songs from their childhood or
home country,” Valdez stated about
his goals for the group. He wants
it to be a way for someone who has
never heard mariachi before to gain
familiarity, a sentiment shared by the
rest of the group’s leadership. Valdez
describes the team as passionate and
driven in learning the music. Few of
them specifically came from mariachi backgrounds themselves, but their
willingness to learn before and during
LUMÉ’s nascence now makes them
invaluable to the less experienced
musicians of the group. As Valdez put
it, “An open mind is the greatest asset
to a newcomer of the genre.”
With the help of Conservatory
faculty, including Dr. Arau, Assistant
Professor of Music, Chair of Music
Education and Associate Director of
Bands, LUMÉ successfully launched
during a pandemic. Amidst unpredictable global developments by the
day, LUMÉ offers a new expressive
outlet on campus and for Latinx students, the music Valdez calls “pure
nostalgia.”
LUMÉ will hold its Spring concert at 9 p.m. on Tuesday, June 1 in
Memorial Chapel.
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Student Recital: Alex Lewis

Staff Writer

______________________________________

Junior Alex Lewis’s cello recital
was on Saturday, April 24. Hosted
both in person in the Lawrence
Memorial Chapel and streamed
online, Lewis says the recital was the
most important part of his school year
and one of the most important parts
of his undergraduate career.
Lewis played two pieces: Robert
Schumann’s “Adagio and Allegro,”
accompanied by senior Hung Nguyen
on the piano, and Benjamin Britten’s
“First Suite for Solo Cello.” The
Schumann piece started the recital
with a bang, bouncing between higher
and lower pitches and creating some
beautiful melodies with Nguyen’s
piano. This first piece, however, was
reserved compared to what followed.
Britten’s cello suite is an epic adventure, marked by distinct, unique sections of heavy chords, erratic plucked
sections and dissonant harmonics.
These two pieces, along with Lewis’s
commanding presence on stage,
made for an impressive and impactful outing.
“The Britten is really the piece

Junior Alex Lewis perfomed his cello concert on Saturday, April 24 in the Lawrence Memorial Chapel.
Photo by Alana Melvin.

that I fell in love with,” said Lewis.
“It’s really a masterwork.” The piece,
which he memorized in its entirety,
has a wide host of influences, from
other composers like Bach, to military
marches, to Balinese gamelan music
and even the Japanese tradition of
Noh theater. Lewis explained how he
was first drawn to the 25-minute piece
when he saw another Lawrence cellist

Artist Talk:
Bad Pictures of Bad
Subjects

Lauren Woodzicka
Staff Writer

______________________________________

On April 20, Lyle Rexer of the
School of Visual Arts virtually visited
Lawrence University students and faculty to speak about the “de-skilling and
re-skilling of photography.” Rexer’s
topic, “Bad Pictures of Bad Subjects,”
focused on the complexities of images
that appear “bad” or mundane, as well
as their effect on popular culture and
the art world. He stated that he gravitated towards “all these places where
nobody’s paying attention” in photography, especially in the age of social
media, where there are few barriers to
entry for photographers and viewers.
There are complexities to images that
appear simple or vernacular, primarily ignored by the art world, since they
are viewed as offensive or threatening.
His focus is paying more attention to
the idiosyncrasies of these images and
decoding the purpose behind them,
even though they are often dismissed.
These photos make viewers question
what they know about art photography and art in general.
The “bad pictures” Rexer highlighted do not necessarily make for
unpleasant viewing or lack of valuable
interpretation. Instead, they do not fit
into the art world vision of what constitutes as an adequate photograph,
due their removal from prescribed
artistic norms. They break barriers
and have become increasingly more
popular. Rexer shared some seemingly mundane images that crop up
frequently in his research, such as
photographs of swans and cups in
fences, and shared the complexities
behind these images, despite them
often being objectively “bad” photos.
The spontaneity of these photos arguably elevates the meaning. His interest and dedication to these mundane
photographs was clear, and it’s evi-

dent that these photos, though labeled
simple or unartistic, hold purpose and
demonstrate skill.
He shared a photographic history of how the photographical canon
changed from the 1960s and analyzed how snapshots became popular.
Over time, framing has become less
important in some mediums of photography, whereas spontaneity “as if
someone has come upon a scene” has
become more valued. This is elevated
due to the popularity of social media
forms that emphasize the importance
of spontaneity and personal expression. “Pictures are being primarily
made to be shared,” Rexer stated. The
goal of this photography is communal, meant for circulation, display
and easy access. Photography is commonly used as a documentary project
for life, as “an aestheticized version
of reality.” Everyone has an ability to
create images, due to the accessibility of phone cameras. Photographers
often switch between modes of photographic devices, which has become
easier and creates a variety of images
that can lend itself to “bad pictures”
more easily. These pictures appear to
lack depth, but “things that look light
… have some other things going on
behind them” even if they “traffic in
clichés.” Photographs that appear to
have very little intention still are open
to vast interpretations and reactions
from a multitude of viewers, which
makes them worthy of attention.
Lyle Rexer’s website and contact
information can be found by scanning
the QR code below. He has written
multiple books on the subject of photography and outsider art.

perform it over a year ago and began
practicing the piece in the spring of
2020.
Lewis also discussed the difficulty of transitioning to a mostly online
recital. “It’s hard,” he said. “I got
really lucky this term that they started
allowing [a small number of] people
in the chapel.” Lewis said he made a
very intentional choice to schedule his

UPCOMING:
4/30 8 p.m. Student
recital: Samara Morris,
clarinet, Lawrence Vimeo
5/1 11 a.m. Student
recital: Kanyon Beringer,
viola, Lawrence Vimeo
5/1 3:30 p.m. LU Swing
Club Distanced Line
Dance, Somerset Room

Caleb Carter

recital late in the year in the hopes of
reserving the chapel and allowing his
friends and family to see the recital in
person. A major struggle for Lewis,
he also noted, was the shift to playing in front of a camera. “A year ago,
playing in front of a camera really
stressed me out. It’s saved forever .
. . it can easily feel like an opportunity that’s missed.” He said, though,

the pandemic has largely changed
his perspective: “Through necessity
I’ve grown past that.” Lewis said the
need to record for class or lessons
has greatly improved his playing due
to the way that he’s been forced to
listen back to recordings and critique
his own performance and see the
audience’s perspective. “In the end,
it’s really about [the audience] . . .
the better I can see my playing from
the audience’s perspective, the more
effective of a performer I can be.”
The time, effort and thought
Lewis put into the performance was
clear in his playing and presence on
stage. With a strong introduction in
the Robert Schumann composition,
followed by a powerful and emotionally resonant voyage through different musical influences in the separate
movements of Benjamin Britten’s
“First Suite for Solo Cello,” the performance as a whole reflected Lewis’s
dedication to his craft.
Those who missed the recital
and intended to watch it are still
in luck, as the entire livestream will
be saved on Lawrence University’s
Vimeo page for the following several
weeks.

4/2 2 p.m. Student
Recital: Emma Milton,
voice, Lawrence Vimeo

5/3 7 p.m. Open Zoom
Call with the Editor-inChief, Zoom

5/2 2:30 p.m. Ping Pong
Tournament, Esch Hurvis
Room

5/4 11:15 a.m. Yoga Physically Distanced,
Buchanan Kiewit Wellness
Center

5/2 5 p.m. Faculty Recital:
Catherine Kautsky, piano, 5/4 3 p.m. Missing
Lawrence Vimeo
Murdered Indigenous
Women & Girls & 2 Spirit
5/3 4:30 p.m. Virtual
People, Main Hall Green
Meditation, Zoom
Area

Album Review:
Giants in the Trees

Staff Writer

______________________________________

What do you do after you’ve
peaked? The idea of reaching your
zenith in life prematurely and having
nowhere to go but down is a terrifying
thought. In the musical realm, many
artists feel this fear acutely when
releasing follow-ups to hit records.
Can they maintain the momentum
from their first hit and stay relevant,
or will their music fade into obscurity? Dave Grohl and Krist Novoselic
of Nirvana faced this dilemma when
their hugely successful band came
to an abrupt halt with the death of
frontman Kurt Cobain. Post-Nirvana,
Grohl continues his run at the top of
the music industry captaining the Foo
Fighters, perhaps the most successful
current rock band, while Novoselic
fell off the map with smaller acts,
most recently the group Giants in the
Trees.
Tucked away in the Grays River
farming community near the southern
border of Washington state, Giants
in the Trees is a four-piece outfit
that had its unlikely origin from jam
sessions after local Grange meetings.
Jilian Raye takes the reins as vocalist and contributes bass and banjo
to the band’s rich texture, while Ray
Prestegard gives the group it’s oldschool folk sensibilities with his blusey
slide guitar playing. Krist Novoselic

provides additional bass and accordion that livens up the atmosphere, and
Erik Friend’s barebones percussion
grooves add a confident swagger to
the group sound. As the only four that
regularly attended those Grange jam
sessions, their group chemistry was
pure coincidence, but it didn’t take
long until they took full advantage and
released their self-titled debut album
Giants in the Trees in 2017.
The only way to describe Giants’
style is if Appalachian folk musicians
traveled forward in time from the
1800s to join up with a modern indie
rock group. The resulting fusion of
aesthetics feels incredibly fresh and
unique, where the band feels rural,
but in a Pacific Northwest kind of way
that infuses their music with a freespirited hippie vibe. Singer Jilian Raye
is at least partially responsible for this
type of flower power energy on occasions where she wears a floral chaplet
during performances. “Ode to Pacific
Anarchism” sums up the group’s
philosophy, both in the allusive title
and in the lyrics when Raye can be
heard exclaiming “Love, love, love!”
This zealous, non-conformist attitude
is expressed by all Giants members
in their fashion sense. Through the
music alone, one can picture their
antique, rustic and generally eccentric
styles. Other tracks like “Sasquatch”
and “Seed Song” emphasize their
tongue-in-cheek Northwestern agrar-

ian sensibilities. Truthfully, the lyrics
-- usually washed out with reverb -are rarely the focal point of the band’s
music. Instead, Giants in the Trees are
all about exuding their sense of fun
and bravado, and this album is bursting at the seams with both.
Compare Giants in the Trees with
Dave Grohl’s band, the Foo Fighters.
The Foo Fighters may well be the
crown jewel of Dave Grohl’s illustrious career, proving that he has the
talent to stay relevant after Nirvana.
But the Foo Fighter’s gargantuan success over the last few decades comes
at a cost, where in order to be accessible to so many fans, their music is
often mainstream. In contrast, Krist
Novoselic fell out of relevancy after
Nirvana, staying almost entirely off
the music industry’s radar. But existing in the underground may actually
be a point of pride for Giants. Their
unusual style is not for everyone, but
it proves that they are a band that
steps to their own beat and creates
the music they feel is fulfilling, which
makes their liveliness on this album
contagious. If you ever catch yourself
worrying that you’ve already peaked,
take a page out of Giants’ book and
try to tap into your own individualistic spirit. There are many paths to
success, and the most rewarding ones
aren’t always as conspicuous as the
Foo Fighters.
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What in the World: Fight for fifteen's folly

Columnist
_________________________________
The recent push on campus to make the minimum wage $15
is well-intentioned but misguided. It
may not shock the good readers of
The Lawrentian that I would be of
this opinion, seeing as I’m purportedly a conservative shill for capitalism. This is undeniably true — the “I
Heart the Koch Brothers” t-shirt in my
dresser proves it — but I’m here to win
hearts and minds for my corporate
overlords, not rain on good-hearted
folks’ parade. Thus, I’ll refrain from
wailing, “But the economy!” Instead,
I’ll approach the issue with my ideological-blinders at half-mast to deliberate over the most effective ways of
lowering the costs of, and increasing incomes for, the student body.
At the very end, I’ll argue for why a
minimum wage increase of 100% on
campus would not achieve such an
end for an overwhelming majority of
students.
Let us begin with some
ways to make school more affordable.
After all, it’s easy for a columnist to
critique the proposals of his peers
most savagely, but reasonable alternatives are rarely offered in their place.
The following will be a rarity then, as
I think there are two ways of quickly
raising student income without pay
bumps or other significant expense to
the university.
The first and simplest thing

that would help financially-overwhelmed students is lifting the cap
on student-employee hours to 29. The
current max of 20 hours a week, even
at the proposed 15 dollars an hour,
results in a pittance for the student.
While it is understandable that the
university wants the focus of one’s
time at Lawrence to be on schoolwork — hence the hour-cap — campus
employment under such limitations
will remain little more than supplemental income. This can cause unnecessary anxiety in the student body —
hardly conducive to rewarding study.
29 hours provide students
with 9 additional income-generating hours while staying comfortably
beneath the federal 30-hour threshold requiring the employer to provide
healthcare and all sorts of additional
benefits, which drive up employment
costs. It’s a win for the students and
asks little of the university outside of
amending some language in its policies.
But this is not a long-term
solution. The “15 an hour” crowd is
correct in pointing out that Lawrence’s
cost necessitates significant income.
Enter here phase two. We here in the
Fox Valley are fortunate to be home
to many industries and providers of
manufacturing, paper and Amazon
products. Wages are high organically
due to market forces, and the need for
additional help in these industries is
profound.
I propose adding routes
to the Lawrence shuttle service that

would drop off students at Amazon,
Appvion, Luvata and other employers
along the established route. Students
could catch the shuttle after classes at
4:20 and work a 5-9 half-shift before
the shuttle picks them up and returns
to campus. This arrangement leaves
adequate time for study while getting students to high-paying jobs with
name recognition. Students might
even be motivated to study harder
after experiencing the fluctuations of
job satisfaction that shiftwork offers.
My years of air-conditioning repair
and the thought of having to return to
it certainly motivate me to keep typing.
These two changes to the
employment of Lawrentians would
raise students’ average monthly
income while costing the university
very little, unlike a raise of the hourly
wage to 15 dollars. Unfortunately,
even these measures can only do so
much. According to some quick calculations on Lawrence’s website, I
calculated that the average student is
on the line for about $25,000 per year
after financial aid is applied to the
calculated total cost of $63,000. That
is...many dollars. So far, we’ve looked
for ways to increase a student’s ability to pay that obscene amount from
the bottom up, but is there a way to
reduce that fee from the top down? I
think so.
One way to reduce the cost
of Lawrence is to cut some administration loose. Admin accounts for 33%
of Lawrence’s 69 million-dollar oper-

ating budget. I am positive there is
some unnecessary bloat in there. For
a start, anyone with the title “coordinator” can probably go, not because
they’re not helpful but because there
are better ways of employing them.
This brilliant and handsome fellow
wrote a compelling bit in National
Review about how such administrators could do their jobs better for
less cost via remote work, with the
expense of their employment shared
among many schools. Why pay for
administrators whose existences are
only necessary a handful of times a
year? Show them the door.
Another possibility is to
open the campus for night classes
taught by adjuncts. It would be a highmargin offering for the university as
they’re paying to heat the buildings
anyway, and adjuncts are academic
serfs paid in barley chaff (and even
worse-dressed than their medieval
forebearers). Many in Appleton would
sign up for Lawrence evening classes
given its reputation for excellence,
and their tuition could subsidize the
full-time students.
The third suggestion intersects with the “15 an hour” folks.
Personally, I’m all for paying those
student employees $15 an hour who,
by dint of their undocumented or foreign status, are unable to find employment off-campus. However, to avoid
raising costs for all students, these
would be the only students hired on
campus. The amount of money allocated to student employment is finite.

We can have many making little, or
a few making much. Because of fund
scarcity, there’d necessarily be a contraction of employment on campus by
at least half with a wage increase, and
I think that’s just fine.
Most campus jobs exist only
to exist. We don’t need to pay someone to tell us to swipe our card at
the gym. We don’t need two students
at the Information Desk in Warch.
We don’t need a separate individual to check our ID before entering
the Viking Room. For that matter,
Lawrentian staff don’t need to be paid.
Campus jobs are created not because
the roles are necessary, but because
it’s included in financial aid packages as an offset for ludicrously high
tuition.
Lawrence is an expensive
institution, primarily because of its
organizational structure. Its size is a
benefit in many ways, but that also
means we each are required to pitch in
far more than if the school were larger
and enjoyed economies of scale. This
is the reality of the situation, and it
is unlikely to change. That said, there
are simple ways to increase student
income while also reducing costs, and
I think these avenues should be fully
explored for the good of the institution and student body.
Agree? Disagree? Let me
know at abell@lawrence.edu.

Repeat After Me: You’re good at what you do

we have a Pulitzer Prize or win a
marathon we are essentially nothing,
Columnist
________________________________
when in all honesty, we owe ourselves
				
so much more credit. We are giving
I have never really thought of myself
ourselves unnecessary shame for not
as a talented person. When people
being perfect. Talent doesn’t mean
think of “talent,” they often equate
perfect.
it to fame. People will list figures
I think raising your hand
like Einstein, The Beatles and Audrey
in an intimidating class takes talent. I
Hepburn. Because of this skewed perthink you’re talented if you know how
spective of talent we have all come to
to solve a Rubik’s Cube. I mean, even
adopt, I have forgotten to appreciate
being accepted into college requires a
all that I can do.
level of talent.
Usually, people are labeled
Have all of these things
as talented if they are really good
been done by people before? Yes, they
at something, or more specifically,
have. Several times, in fact. But I
if they are really good at only one
think the important thing to rememthing. And I am not trying to hate on
ber is that you don’t have to be the
wanting to develop one skill. I think
first person to do something in order
working towards one specific goal is
to be seen as talented.
something to be really proud of, but I
Because, honestly, being
also think it is not the only way to be
the first at something is close to
talented.
impossible. If you want to strive for
Talent has become too far
that, then be my guest. But, for those
of a reach for us. We think that unless
of us who feel like they’ll forever be

stuck in the shadows, I say give yourself a break.
You are good at what you
do, whether that is one thing or one
thousand things. If you’re like me
and you feel like you’ve collected a
number of hobbies and interests that
you’re only mediocre at, that is okay.
You don’t have to have only one thing
going for you in life. You’re allowed
to spread yourself wide and try for a
variety of talents.
You get to decide what you
want to focus on. Most importantly,
though, is that you get to define talent
for yourself. Talent can look like being
accepted into Harvard for grad school
or learning how to longboard. You
must remember talent is a spectrum,
and you can move along it as you
please.
So, stop beating yourself
up for not being the next Audrey
Hepburn. Becoming a celebrity is a
rare chance, but I can assure you

being talented is not. Your talent is
abundant. You don’t need to compare
yourself to the people in your field.
They’re doing their own thing and
you’re doing yours.
To be honest, I am mainly writing this for myself because I
struggle to recognize and appreciate
everything I do. I gloss over a good
grade on a paper, or I don’t even think
about how awesome it is for me to be
a writer for the newspaper. I don’t
notice my abilities. I find it really hard
to simply name five things that I like
about myself. While I know I need to
stop and appreciate my many talents,
I hope you know to do that, too.
Maybe you don’t need to
realize how amazing you are because
you already tell yourself that every
day. Keep it up. But, for those of you
who are in my shoes, you really need
to start being nicer to yourself. Start
making a list of all of your talents and
hang it up somewhere you can see

it. Bask in your glory. It’s there for a
reason.
Please know that you are
ever-changing, and with that your talent, hobbies and skill set are everchanging, too. It is never too late to
adopt a talent. Keep learning and
growing. You deserve more than you
can ever imagine.
While you continue to push
forward, remember to stop and appreciate all that you have done. Realize
what it took for you to get to this point
and recall how badly you once wanted
to be where you are today.
Every inch of you is full
of talent, whether you can see that
clearly or not. I hope you get the
chance to explore all that you are and
that you look forward to growing with
your talents. This is all because you
are good at what you do.

The “Super League” crisis...

had been rescinded, he said: “It’s not

is despicable enough; to do so when

every person involved ought to hang

house, even if they finished above the

true they’ve withdrawn. They have
taken some time for reflection, just
like the 12 clubs. If we need to make
changes we will but the Super League
is the best project we’ve thought of.”
Still, the super league could come to
fruition, much to the dismay of billions of fans around the globe.
Having now covered in detail
just went into the Super League proposal and its downfall, I’d like to
allow myself to continue on my earlier comment to say that the attempt
made by a select group of owners
to snatch football from the fans was
utterly disgusting. To attempt to turn
the Beautiful Game into a business
venture for stealing from smaller
clubs already struggling to keep up

no fans are allowed in stadiums to
protest is quite another. There was no
publication of any meetings behind
the scenes, no face put forward to represent the league (even if we do recognize Pérez as the mastermind, neither
he nor anyone else came forward to
claim the idea as their own), no indication of a lack of satisfaction with the
traditional league structure. This was
an act of cowardice perpetrated by 12
men in an attempt to pad their own
bank accounts at the expense of billions around the world, in a time when
they knew no one would be able to
say anything to their faces, when they
could remain hidden behind Zoom
meetings and emails. The entire saga
has been deplorable and each and

their heads in shame.
I should include the possibility
this was all a political bargaining tool
to get the newly approved Champions
League format. Even in this case, the
motive remains the same: money. The
new structure sees teams play in a
preliminary league format, increasing first round matches from 6 to
10 per team, increasing revenue at
the expense of the health and fitness of the player. 4 additional teams
get in each year as well, and there
are also legacy spaces available for
super clubs, meaning teams like
Barcelona could finish 7th in their
domestic league and still qualify for
the Champions League before a team
like Getafe, traditionally not a power-

former. This may not be as extreme
an adaptation as the ESL promised to
be, but it still proves the elite are out
for only their own financial gain and
couldn’t care less about the fans. The
direction professional soccer is taking
in Europe is deplorable, and it ought
to be purged of the filth running it
at the top level. Maybe the ESL was
all a ruse after all in order to get this
small step approved, a political move
of some sort; regardless, the message
is the same from the chief executives:
“We don’t care about the fans.” As I
recall writing before, the fans must be
the priority. I can only hope the heads
of football can come to their senses
and see it this way too.

Sarah Matthews

continued from page 3

of relief at its collapse, the news broke
it may still yet come into existence.
Florentino Pérez, President of Real
Madrid and spearhead of the idea,
has said that clubs attempting to leave
the league cannot, as the contracts
they signed to briefly bring it into
existence are binding. Spanish news
outlet AS has quoted Pérez as saying
that clubs cannot leave the league, and
the project will indeed go ahead. Pérez
has also affirmed that the league’s
financial backer, JP Morgan (yes, that
JP Morgan. That 400 million dollar
check is currently held in a powerful
hand) is still on board with funding
his pet project. After reports backing
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Polarity2: Chauvin and Chauvinism
Nicolas Chauvin, in 1800s France.
Columnist
Nicolas had the term coined after
_________________________________
him given his purported simple				
minded devotion to and glorification
The murder of George Floyd
of the French emperor, Napoleon
was just one instance in a string of
Bonaparte.
many victims of police brutality. This
Recently, we heard the verone turned the eyes of many — more
dict in the trial of a different Chauvin:
than ever before — to the U.S govDerek Chauvin. This was a man who
ernment as the time for change was
slowly murdered George Floyd in 9
overdue. It was a turning point in the
minutes and 29 seconds on camera as
history of our nation. As with many
a part of his supposed duty to protect
other major events, like the Civil War
society as a policeman. This single
and the Civil Rights Movement, it
instance sparked a series of ongogives us a chance to radically restrucing protests worldwide. Watching the
ture fundamental parts of society, our
video, it seems cruelly obvious just
government, and, in this case, our
how unjust the situation occurring
justice system. This article will not
was. Underneath the knee over his
refer to decisions made by our justice
neck, George Floyd pleaded for help
system as correct in the way a legal
and said the now tragically famous
decision implies (as "objectively corwords "I can't breathe." All this for a
rect" or "technically correct”). Most
possibly counterfeited $20 bill that he
Americans believe that our criminal
was detained for.
justice system is in need of reform
I mentioned at the beginand in the spirit of this fact, the idea of
ning about not speaking to "objeclegality itself must be imperfect. This
tive" or "technical" correctness. Even
comes in the spirit of the very first
before Derek Chauvin was convicted,
qualification in our constitution: "in
it should have been clear to anyone
order to form a more perfect union."
that what Chauvin did was immoral
The
fact
that
most
and incorrect. I remember realizing
Americans believe in criminal jusat a certain point after George Floyd's
tice reform is split between 55% who
murder — when it became clear how
believe the criminal justice system
unprecedented and important the
"has serious problems that need to
protests had gotten — that this was a
be addressed immediately" and 36%
pivotal moment for civil rights in the
who believe it "has some problems
United States. I realized that regardthat need to be addressed eventuless of legal technicality, the moral
ally.” Given this undeniable majority,
truth was laid before us all: Chauvin
unabashed faith in our justice system
must be brought to justice. If a global
could be described as chauvinism.
movement sparked by the murder of
Nowadays, chauvinism is often used
George Floyd could not get that single
as a shorthand for male chauvinism:
murderer in a police uniform behind
the belief in the superiority of men
bars, what could?
over women. However, in its purest
Chauvin became the maniform, chauvinism is akin to ultranafestation of chauvinism. If Chauvin
tionalism or "excessive and unreawalked free, we would be stepping
sonable patriotism." One could also
further down into a belief that legal
describe this as the superiority of the
technicality — the arbitrary words
government over people.
which define justice — was supreme
The original chauvinist was
above morality. The laws that define
a possibly fictional French soldier,
our government would be so clearly

more important than the population
they are enforced upon. Laws decide
for us what is right and wrong. They
are a mechanical code that must spit
out "justice" in one way or another. If
history teaches us anything, it's that
any good invention will and must be
improved upon, or we're stuck oiling
a crumbling machine and enforcing
broken laws upon a deteriorating society.
With Chauvin convicted
of all three charges, we are given a
choice. This conviction presents a new
precedent for how we handle police
brutality in this country. What is that
new precedent? One of two things.
One possibility is that we might now
understand that if, for 9 minutes on
video, a cop kneels on the neck of a
man who cooperates and gasps for
breath, that cop is subject to prison
time. Another possibility is that this
provides a precedent for improving
our systems of law and order in this
country. This second possibility would
mean that we have a healthy discussion amidst our branches of government so that our criminal justice system can reflect realistic conceptions of
morality. It may now be clear to police
officers around the nation that they
cannot hold their knee on a man's
neck for 9 minutes, but this is not
enough. This must begin a precedent
of accountability.
Action of some kind must
happen when we see injustice, even if
there is no technical legal precedent
for it. This comes not just in the
form of convictions, but the restructuring of our conception of policing
and the reformation of our broader
criminal justice system. As statistics
pointed out before, 91% of Americans
agree with progress in this respect.
They only disagree about the degree
of urgency we must approach it with,
with a majority (55%) still believing the problems must be addressed
immediately as opposed to eventu-

ally. The study these statistics come
from is from 2017, so I assume that
the majority has only grown given all
we've seen in the past year.
We need to understand
that people who poke holes in this
verdict and don't see it as a victory
are chauvinists. Ben Shapiro, host
of the most listened to right-wing
podcast in the U.S: The Ben Shapiro
Show, provides a wonderful example of this. The verdict was read at
around 4pm CST, watched by some
18 million Americans on television
and who knows how many more
online. Just minutes after the verdict,
Shapiro's first tweet (his first public
thought) came at 4:12pm, responding
to a tweet quoting Don Lemon who
stated "Justice has been served." In
response, Shapiro indignantly tweets
"And we all know he would never have
said this had the reverse verdict been
reached.”
Implied in this tweet is the
very issue we've talked about: a simpleminded devotion to the technicality of law, regardless of its outcome.
Shapiro thinks it's mockable that an
individual's moral compass might not
align with the technicalities of the
justice system, implying his unmoving devotion to the outcomes of a
government agency. This is strange
coming from a political commentator
who describes himself as "generally
libertarian in regards to the role of
the government." Even card-carrying
Libertarian party member and former
congressman Justin Amash responded to the tweet, reminding Shapiro
"We all watched the video. This isn't
hard."
In spite of this indignation
(characteristic of Shapiro's motto
"facts don't care about your feelings"),
Shapiro's tweet was ratioed, meaning a response criticizing his tweet
received far more likes and retweets
than Shapiro's original tweet. Shapiro
with his 3.4 million followers gar-

nered 11k retweets and 15k likes for
this tweet, but this was blown out of
the water quite impressively. Leftist
political commentator Hasan Piker,
with 680k followers (little more
than one fifth of Shapiro's following), responded with a short condescending quip pointing out a flaw in
the supposedly logic-loving Shapiro's
analysis. He tweeted "almost like
there's a difference between a murderer going free and not." receiving
18k retweets and 180k likes, which
ratioed Shapiro more than ten-fold.
Politicians and commentators like Shapiro need their word
taken with great suspicion. An obsession with technicalities like this is
just that--an obsession with technicalities. Morally-backwards ideologies
will take any chance they get to wear
pragmatic clothing. What figures like
Shapiro want you to believe is that
they are on a logic-based quest for
truth, and that this quest (for what
is, in reality, a very particular and
arbitrary version of the truth) is how
we achieve a just society. Any one of
us could search the legal history of
the U.S and we'll never find a specific
line stating that it's unjust for a police
officer to kneel on the neck of a cooperative man under suspicion for the
use of a counterfeit $20 bill. We also
will not find precedence that states
it's any less illegal for him to be murdered if he had non-lethal amounts
of fentanyl in his system. These are
all technicalities; George Floyd was
securely detained and restrained, yet
he still got murdered.
We'll certainly find precedence for a whole lot of other things,
like the ability to own another human
as property, gendered restrictions
on voting and a lot more. But luckily we made the decision as a society
that these things were immoral even
though our laws technically said otherwise.

ing prospies that these are traits we
should embody as Lawrentians (as a
joke), all while having a ridiculously
high cost of education. I have had to
work since I was 15, and I currently
have seven jobs at this school. On top
of what I choose to do for fun, and
what I am actually going to school
to do, there is no way that I can truly
focus on my education. Goodness, this
is not to brag or to make you feel like
you’re not doing enough; that’s the
sick culture Lawrence has propagated
within all of our institutional memories. I say this because I don’t know
what it is like to be able to do every
assignment in my three classes. I don’t
usually feel like a student. I don’t feel
appreciated for the work I do on the
side. I am not truly learning as much
as I would if I had my three classes
and nothing else.
Shouldn’t that frustrate all
of us? Yes, we’re preparing ourselves
for the real world, yes, now is our
chance to make a difference within

this university, yes, “we’re doing it
because we want to!!” But be frustrated. I am. I wish I could be more of
a student and less of a worker bee or
extracurricular activities bee. But no,
I’m “multi-interested” like the rest of
us because that’s why we came here.
I go to counseling. I even
go to academic counseling. I have
a great family and partner. But at
times, I can't help but see Lawrence
as a place full of cliquey bubbles and
judgemental people who are just set in
their ways. How does one find a support system? Or get their friends to
care? The pandemic has made it worse
but so has apathy. So has becoming an
upperclassperson. So has stress.
Yes, there are moments
where Lawrence seems like the greatest place to me, and that’s often when
I think of fond memories and the good
people and the love I’ve experienced
here. But as a part of academia, and
as an institution with so many recent
wrongs committed, it’s hard to be

naïve. I do know that once I graduate, exiting The Bubble is not going to
solve these problems for me. I gently
think of that without letting myself get
too depressed, because I have to take
it all as it comes, day-by-day.
I urge you, Lawrentians,
to stop being vessels for toxic sentiments. We are people first. We
shouldn’t always be busy. Breaks are
good, and we are not locked into ten
weeks/three terms/four years of “The
Lawrence Busy.” That is not sustainable. Of course, this is not our fault.
It was something that we were all told
as prospies. But it does exist in our
culture here.
How do we change it? Do
we quit our jobs, our activities, our
commitments, open our arms to
friendships, time to complete schoolwork and free time? Who’s to say
that we wouldn’t still complain? Even
so, that still does not mean that we
should accept it how it is here.
Within your own lives, quit

things that stop making you happy
because they’re annoying or overbearing. That does not make you less of a
successful, worthwhile human being.
Keep things in your life, as Marie
Kondo says, that “spark joy.” You’ll
regret quitting those if you love them,
but if you get rid of the most hated
part of your week, I promise you’ll be
a lot happier.
Lawrence (and elsewhere)
may have taught us that being busy
makes us successful, but I argue that
being able to quit things you dislike
is the most empowering thing we can
learn in college. Why should we live
the rest of our lives like our college
selves who couldn’t say no to things?
As for friends, I am still
lonely. I am still in search of such people. But at least I am learning how to
be with myself here. It’s not enough,
but maybe others feel that way too.
Shall we call it “The Lawrence Lonely”
and fix it soon, please?

Willem Villerius

Being lonely at Lawrence and the weights of working

Anonymous

Guest Writer
________________________________
Out of all my terms at
Lawrence, this spring term has truly
been one of the worst (at least so
far). So many factors can explain it...
not having (great) friends, not having
any work-life balance, being slightly depressed and binge-watching
Survivor on Hulu, etc etc etc. But
why is this acceptable at a place like
Lawrence? I mean, from day one,
we’ve set the bar at “The Lawrence
Busy” and “The Lawrence Difference,”
but why does that mean we have to
be overworked, depressed and lonely
Lawrentians?
I’m cynical and bitter
already. But I want to use this piece
to address the expectations that we
be everything. This isn’t limited
to Lawrence, nor the institution of
higher education. But Lawrence culture literally feeds the flames by tell-
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What is/would be your go to allergy medicine?

EDITORIAL POLICY:
Editorial policy is determined by the
editors. Any opinions that appear
unsigned are those of the majority of
The Lawrentian’s Editorial Board.
Letters to the editor are encouraged.
The editors reserve the right to edit
for style and space. Letters must be
emailed to:
lawrentian@lawrence.edu.
Submissions by email should be text
attachments.

“Benadryl.”
— Erin Jackson

“Whatever is in the cabinet.”
— Charles Brailovsky

“Zyrtec, I only take half because
it makes me sleepy.”
— Brittany Hunter

“Benadryl.”
— Jessica Hopkins

—All submissions to editorial pages
must be turned in to The Lawrentian
no later than 5 p.m. on the Monday
before publication.
—All submissions to the editorial
pages must be accompanied by a
phone number at which the author
can be contacted. Articles submitted
without a contact number will not be
published.
—The Lawrentian reserves
the right to print any submissions
received after the above deadline

“Tissue.”
— Josey McClain

“I don’t have allergies.”
— Himal Nenneman

A Look Inside Subin Cheong
continued from page 11

able to explore all kinds of different
things. Even if you’re a science major,
you’re open to taking music classes or
humanities classes, and vice versa. It
just felt like I was free to choose my own
path. I wasn’t constrained from the very
beginning to go down one certain path
and then have to go through this whole
process of trying to change majors as
other colleges do.”
Cheong is driven. When she
isn’t in biology class or the labs, she’s in
the stock room working to either set up
a lab experiment or make sure every-

“Zyrtec.”
— Miles Cochran-Branson

thing is in place. If somehow you don’t
find her there, you can catch her coding
Java and Python for her computer science classes. While Cheong is very busy
and has a lot on her plate every day,
Cheong said that she has found a sense
of community and home with people
in her classes and her work which has
helped mitigate feelings of burnout
and prevent being overwhelmed. She
explained that working in the biology
stockroom with other people experiencing the same frustrations and successes
gave her a sense of support and community unlike any other. She also found
that the people with whom she takes

“Benadryl.”
— Eder Bellegarde

classes have helped her find ways to
cope through shared experiences. They
recognize and validate her day-to-day
experiences at the same core level.
Subin Cheong’s world is
a love for science. She is driven by
the urge to find biology in everything
around her and understand the world
from a biological standpoint. While
Cheong is figuring out the next stage of
her life, one thing is clear: this passion
and love is her driving purpose, one that
she will undoubtedly pursue long after
Lawrence. This is the name of someone
who will be important in science and a
name to remember.
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Position: Copy Editor,
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Revolution Treehouse...
continued from page 11

the show, and “that influenced him,
and then he had a show. He covered
the wall with images of a cow. When
I saw it, I was very surprised. Andy
picked up what I did and copied it in
his show” (Lenz).
The burden of having her
brilliant ideas ignored by the art
world, and then stolen by white male
artists, proved nearly deadly. Kusama
reflected that “I became so depressed
one day, and the next day, I became
more depressed. And then, I just
jumped from the window. If I had
landed on my head, I would have died,
but there was a bicycle, and I fell on it”
(Lenz).
In the 1960s, Kusama staged
anti-war demonstrations in New York
City; her experience growing up during World War II led her to protest
the Vietnam War through provocative,
attention-commanding performance
art, including naked dances and naked
body paintings. She believed that
“such a horrible war should never be
repeated,” saying, “I made my art to
try and change people’s minds about
the love in the world that can last forever, and I wanted to spread hope to
the world through my artwork. In New
York, I did many big anti-war happenings. Several thousand people protest-

Name: Sam Victor
Pronouns: he/she or
they/them
Position: Copy Editor
Major(s): B.M. Vocal
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Anything awesome
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am preparing a junior
recital.

ed against the war with me” (Lenz).
When Nixon was re-elected in 1972,
the US became more conservative and
it became even more difficult for marginalized artists to push boundaries
and find work. Helaine Posner, Chief
Curator of the Neuberger Museum of
Art, observed that “[t]he system was
set up to support white male artists,
who were carrying on the tradition of
modernism” (Lenz).
In protest of the so-called
‘modern’ art world’s “closed-minded
system” and attachment to tradition,
Kusama staged a ‘happening’ (her
name for her performance art) in the
New York City Museum of Modern
Art’s sculpture garden. She wrote a
press release entitled “Thoughts on the
Mausoleum of Modern Art”, in which
she inquired, “What’s modern here? I
don’t see it. While the dead show dead
art, living artists die” (Lenz).
Kusama chose to return
to Japan in 1973, but she struggled
to find a footing in the Japanese art
world. She was treated like a “scandalous presence,” and journalists sought
to portray her negatively in the media
(Lenz). Kusama’s mental health worsened during this time; her experience
of mental illness was “as if an invisible curtain rolled down and I felt
separated from my surroundings. And
then, when I was drawing, the drawing
would expand outside of the canvas to
fill the floor, and when I looked in the

Name: Matvei Mozhaev
Pronouns: he/him/his
Position: Public
Advocate
Major(s): Government
Minor(s): Trombone
Performance, Studio Art
Favorite thing
about being a part
of The Lawrentian:
Professional Noise
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distance, I would see a hallucination
and I would get surrounded by that
vision” (Lenz). Her traumatic childhood memories prevented her from
painting, and she attempted suicide a
second time.
The turning point came
when she discovered a psychiatric
hospital with a doctor who practiced
art therapy. She checked herself into
the hospital in March 1977 and has
lived there ever since; the safety of
that environment allowed her not
only to begin creating art again, but to
maintain a thriving career for several
decades. Her art studio is two blocks
away from the hospital, allowing her
to walk to work every morning and
return to the security of the hospital
at night. Frances Morris, the director of the Tate Modern art gallery in
London, observed that “the strains and
stresses of life, the memories, have
forced her to withdraw. But what she’s
always done, she has always managed
that process very well [...] There’s a
sort of a managing madness about
Kusama [...] She’s used her trauma to
enormously productive ends” (Lenz).
When asked how living in
a psychiatric hospital benefits her,
Kusama replied that it “made it possible for me to continue to make art
every day, and this has saved my life”
(Adams). She certainly creates as
though obliterating herself through
her art is the only way to find herself.
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